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Abstract

Abstract
In industry today, the need for excellent product development and realization in
many different aspects is increasing. This calls for excellent quality, while at the
same time time-to-market is increasingly important. A concurrent engineering
(CE) approach is directed towards simultaneously developing different aspects of
product realization in order to enhance both quality and speed. This thesis deals
with the internal materials supply system (MSS) from a CE approach. Logistics
aspects are often not dealt with until later stages of development, which leads to
limitations in the possible solutions for the MSS. While designing a new
production system, including MSS aspects early on in the project implies stating at
an early stage what is required by the system. In order to aid the development of
such requirements, this thesis aims at suggesting a structure for the requirements
on the MSS where the relevant stakeholders of the system are involved. The thesis
results are achieved through literature reviews and a case study at a manufacturing
company in the automotive industry.
Through literature reviews the thesis suggests a four-level hierarchic approach to
requirements, considering four levels: stakeholder level, system level, sub system
level and component level. This approach is supported by the case study, where
stakeholders and requirements are analyzed and content and important aspects for
the requirements specification in a current product realization project are
considered. Through the case study, the thesis suggests a view of MSS
stakeholders and a two-part structure for MSS requirements with a requirements
specification matrix and a tree diagram. The requirements specification matrix
contains the four suggested levels, where twelve different requirement categories
are considered on each level. The stakeholder level considers the stakeholder
requirements, which are translated into requirements on the system. These are
broken down into requirements on the various flows (sub systems) of the system,
which are then broken down into six components (materials feeding, storage,
transportation, handling, packaging and planning and control). The stakeholders
considered are divided into operational, contextual and internal stakeholders to
the system.
The thesis results are considered to have the possibility of aiding the inclusion of
MSS aspects at an early stage of product realization, and many different aspects
are considered through the inclusion of all the relevant stakeholders in the study.
The results are expected to be applicable in many different contexts. However,
this need to be examined further and also the robustness of the results need to be
established through further studies.
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Sammanfattning

Sammanfattning
I dagens industriella verklighet är behovet av utmärkt produktutveckling och
-framtagning utifrån olika aspekter av ökande vikt. Detta antyder krav på ökad
kvalitet samtidigt som betydelsen av att snabbt nå ut till marknaden ökar.
Integrerad produktutveckling innebär att man utför olika delar av
produktframtagningen parallellt för att öka både kvalitet och hastighet. Denna
uppsats behandlar det interna materialförsörjningssystemet ur ett integrerat
produktutvecklingsperspektiv. Logistikaspekter behandlas ofta inte förrän sent i
ett utvecklingsprojekt, vilket medför begränsningar i antalet möjliga lösningar för
materialförsörjningssystemet. Att under utveckling av ett produktionssystem
inkludera materialförsörjningsaspekter i ett tidigt skede antyder att klargöra vilka
krav som ställs på materialförsörjningssystemet. För att underlätta formuleringen
av dessa krav är målet för denna uppsats att föreslå en struktur för kravställande
på materialförsörjningssystemet där de relevanta intressenterna till systemet är
inkluderade.
Uppsatsens resultat nås genom litteraturgenomgång och en fallstudie på ett
tillverkande företag som är underleverantör till fordonsindustrin. Genom
litteraturgenomgång föreslår uppsatsen ett hierarkiskt angreppssätt i fyra nivåer till
kraven: intressentnivå, systemnivå, subsystemnivå och komponentnivå. Detta
angreppssätt stöds av fallstudien, där intressenter och krav analyseras och innehåll
i
och
viktiga
aspekter
av
kravspecificering
i
ett
pågående
produktframtagningsprojekt beaktas. Genom fallstudien kan uppsatsen föreslå en
vy över materialförsörjningssystemets intressenter och en tvådelad struktur för
krav på materialförsörjningssystemet med en kravspecifikationsmatris och ett
träddiagram. Kravspecifikationsmatrisen består av de fyra föreslagna nivåerna, där
tolv olika kravkategorier beaktas på varje nivå. Intressentnivån betraktar
intressenternas krav, vilka översätts till kravställningar på systemet. Dessa bryts
ner till krav på de olika flödena (subsystemen) i systemet, vilka sedan bryts ner i
sex komponenter (materialtillförsel, lagring, transporter, hantering, paketering och
produktionsstyrning). De urskiljda intressenterna delas upp i operationella,
kontextuella och interna intressenter till systemet.
Uppsatsens resultat ses som ett tänkbart verktyg för att bidra till att inkludera
materialförsörjningsaspekter tidigt i produktframtagningsprocessen och många
olika aspekter berörs genom inkluderandet av alla relevanta intressenter i studien.
Resultatet förväntas vara applicerbart i många olika sammanhang. Detta behöver
dock utredas närmare, likaså behöver robustheten i resultatet utredas vidare
genom fortsatta studier.

Nyckelord

Materialförsörjning, produktframtagning, integrerad produktutveckling, krav,
intressenter
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Introduction

1 Introduction
This thesis will consider how to structure the requirements on a materials supply
system (MSS) in a product realization project, in order to facilitate design of the
MSS in parallel with the product and the rest of the production system. The thesis
is focused on suggesting a structure for the requirements, and also suggesting a
view of the relevant stakeholders and their requirements on the system. This
introduction will provide a background to the problem area and the company that
has been studied. The background will provide the basis of formulating the
purpose and thesis questions to be answered. This chapter will also define the
scope of the thesis and describe the outline of the thesis.

1.1 Background
Due to intense competition, the demands upon the actors on the marketplace are
often very high. This implies creating more value for the customer with fewer
resources. In Japan, this has been a requirement for a long time. Toyota had to
work very intensely with minimizing waste in their production long before the rest
of the world began such work on a large scale (Liker, 2004). Hill (1995) considers
the development of the market as being increasingly rapid as civilization began
reconstructing itself after World War II. He states that the market has changed
from a seller‟s market to a buyer‟s market, meaning that there is nowadays a lot of
excess capacity in industries, which was not the case after the war. Thus, when
capacity is lower than demand, companies can sell whatever they produce.
However, with excess industrial capacity, companies need to compete for their
customers. This has lead to several implications on the companies of the
marketplace to compete more efficiently. One important competitive aspect is that
of time-to-market, i.e. the speed at which a company is able to provide the market
with new products. Indeed, Bullinger et al. (1993) state that the profit window, i.e.
the time for profit making, is decreasing. Hill (1995) supports the notion that
reduced product development times may lead to advantages such as higher
volumes, higher margins, technological leadership and a good corporate image and
reduced design costs.
The need for rapid product development has brought forth the need to perform
activities in interaction which have traditionally been performed sequentially. It
implies making decisions regarding for instance product development and
production system development before the product is ready for market (Olhager,
2000; Sohlenius, 1992). This concept is known as concurrent engineering (CE).
Thomke and Fujimoto (2000) argue that the use of parallel activities may enhance
development performance through facilitating problem solving earlier in the
development project, which enables the project to avoid expensive changes
further on in the project. An effective CE project may produce lower costs,
shorter development time and improved quality (Willaert et al., 1998). The CE
concept may focus on different stages in the product development project and it
may also involve the process of introducing a new production system to produce
the product. A project that involves both developing the actual product and a
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production system to produce the developed product is often referred to as a
product realization project (PRP) (Bellgran and Säfsten, 2009).
Fine (1998) considers three dimensions of CE, which are product-, production
systems- and supply chain design. Di Benedetto (1999) considers the importance
of involving logistical aspects in the CE approach, stating a strong relation
between early involvement of such aspects and the success of product launches.
The MSS is the system that provides the production resources with the input
needed for its operations. The need to involve MSS design in production system
development is noted by Bellgran (1998). In CE literature, development of MSSs
has been given little attention (Gupta and Dutta, 1994), and Johansson (2006)
states that empirical findings have indicated that MSS design is often not
performed until late in PRPs. Johansson (2006) considers various aspects that
bring forth increased demands upon the MSS, thus indicating a need for earlier
involvement in development projects. She states that with current trends of a
great deal of materials being outsourced, the demand for a well functioning MSS is
increasing. Not involving these aspects early on in PRPs may lead to sub
optimization, and a less functional MSS system, leading to problems in supplying
materials to the work stations. Continuing, Johansson (2006) states that there are
space requirements to attend to, an increasing amount of variants produced
increase the requirements of space at the workstation, which is for the MSS to
keep supplied. Johansson (2006) also states that outsourcing implies small buffers,
which means a well-functioning MSS to avoid production disturbances. This
involves a well-functioning planning and control system which cooperates well
with the MSS in order to not create disturbances. These trends also affect
packaging. Outsourcing trends create the need for a well thought-through
packaging strategy to avoid having packaging solutions that are not known or
easily handled by the MSS, which may lead to quality problems or increased costs
(Johansson, 2006). All in all, there are a number of aspects of the MSS that affect
the performance of the production system, and many of these are interrelated with
other parts of the PRP. Some of them may also be difficult to affect if time is
running out, or if decisions on other parts have been made, that limit the possible
solutions left for the MSS (Johansson, 2006).
Tompkins et al. (2003) argue for the use of requirements-driven MSSs instead of
solutions-driven systems. They state that while a solutions-driven system may
create a system that does not take into account all the aspects required by the
system, a requirements-driven system will be better equipped to do so by not
separating the MSS from the rest of the system and thus encouraging sub
optimization.
Hull et al. (2005), state that the engineering of requirements is an important aspect
to master in system development in order to keep up with changing demands.
They also conclude that development times are not the only important aspects to
facilitate in a development project. It is also necessary to provide the right
outcomes of the project, i.e. there is a need for a fit between stakeholder
2
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requirements and the outcomes produced in order to keep control of the direction
of project activity and produce an outcome that serves its purpose.
The importance of thorough preparatory work in PRPs is emphasized by Bellgran
and Säfsten (2009), as they formulate their structured work method for developing
a production system. As stated earlier, Bellgran (1998) includes the MSS as one of
the aspects to consider in such development, where a requirements specification is
the outcome of the preparatory design phase. Johansson (2006) suggests a fourphase MSS design process to be used in a CE context where a list of requirements
is the output of the planning phase. Finnsgård (2009) also discusses requirements
on the MSS in the perspective of assembly processes.
It is emphasized by Johansson (2006) that the requirements specification process
for the MSS needs to receive greater attention in order to receive a well workedthrough requirements list to guide the design process of the MSS, which goes well
with the implications made by Bellgran (1998). While Finnsgård (2009) does
consider the MSS, his research is not conducted from the perspective of MSS
design, but rather from an assembly system design perspective.
This indicates that there is an interest and need of a structured approach to the
development of MSS requirements to be used in a CE context. Such a structure
would address the need to involve MSS design at an early stage of PRPs and
contribute to the need of creating production systems that are well-functioning
and able to implement with speed, effectiveness and efficiency.

1.2 Purpose and thesis questions
The background suggests that some work has emerged on how to involve MSS
design into early stages of PRPs, but there is still a need to develop methods of
managing requirements on an MSS in PRPs. The purpose of this thesis is
therefore:
To contribute to the knowledge of how to structure the requirements of the materials supply system
in order to effectively and efficiently integrate its design into a product realization project.
According to Tompkins et al. (2003), the use of solution-driven systems will create
the risk of sub optimization, since the design of the system does not take into
account the requirements that are actually placed on the system. They advocate
the use of requirements-driven systems in order to remove or decrease the risk of
the system being sub optimized, by connecting it to the actual requirements placed
upon the system. In the case of the MSS, requirements will be the entities
connecting the MSS to the rest of the production system, by analyzing different
stakeholder requirements on the MSS. Carr (2000) defines requirements as the
description of properties, attributes, services, functions and behaviors needed for
a product to accomplish the goals and purposes of the system, and Harwell et al.
(1993, p. 2) state that “if it mandates that something must be accomplished,
transformed, produced or provided, it is a requirement”
3
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Analyzing the requirements on the MSS thus means taking into consideration
many different factors that are affected by the system and considering their
requirements on the system. This implies a potentially complex relationship that
may need some sort of structure in order to be effectively and efficiently managed.
The following thesis question is thus formulated:
TQ1: “How can requirements on a materials supply system be structured?”
However, structuring the requirements is not enough in developing an effective
and efficient way of managing the requirements. The sources of the requirements
will also be needed to be identified. As mentioned above, there are potentially
many different stakeholders who have requirements in various aspects on the
MSS. In order to identify and analyze their requirements on the system, one first
needs to know which the important stakeholders are, in order to not overlook
them in the requirements development phase.
TQ2: “Which are the important stakeholders to consider during a materials supply system
design?”

1.3 Scope
The study for this thesis will be performed at a subcontractor to the automotive
industry. The scope of the research will involve internal logistics from goods
reception through production to shipping. The thesis will thus not consider
aspects of external materials supply activities. Internal logistics will be considered
as storage, handling, transportation etc. that takes place within the established
interface of the plant. The internal MSS will be considered as the system charged
with moving materials from the point where they enter the plant to the point
where they leave the plant as finished goods or in another purpose. There is also
an internal interface between the MSS and the consuming processes, where
materials exposure takes place. This is considered to take place at the point where
responsibility of handling is delivered from the MSS to the consuming activities.
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1.4 Outline
Following the introduction in chapter 1, chapter 2 will consider the methodology
of the study, and account for how the study has been performed and how data
and information were acquired. This chapter will be followed by a theoretical
framework in chapter 3 which will consider six main subjects; production system
development, PRPs, CE, requirements, MSS design, and stakeholders. This
theoretical framework will be followed by an analysis of what has been discerned
through literature reviews in chapter 4, resulting in an approach for the case study.
Chapter 5 will account for the findings of the case study and will contain the
requirements and stakeholders discerned in the case. This will be followed by a
case analysis in chapter 6, where the resultant view of MSS stakeholders and the
suggested structure for MSS requirements are presented. Chapter 7 will show the
resulting requirements specification graphically, and in chapter 8, discussions
regarding the methodology and the results are presented where the results of the
thesis will be argued. Chapter 8 will also present the conclusions of the thesis
along with suggestions for future research topics.
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2 Methodology
The research was conducted through literature reviews and as mentioned above,
at a case company in the automotive industry.

2.1 Literature
Little literature is to be found on the subject of requirements engineering from an
MSS perspective, however Finnsgård (2009) analyzes requirements on the MSS
from the perspective of assembly processes, where the same interface will be
considered in this thesis. The need for requirements engineering from an MSS
perspective is emphasized by Johansson (2006) who suggests an approach to MSS
design that will be in the foundation for this approach. Also the approach to
requirements engineering suggested by Hull et al. (2005) have been inspirational,
while the approach to production systems development considered by Bellgran
and Säfsten (2009) has also been at the base of the discussion on the
development of an MSS. The literature review has served as a basis for suggesting
the structure for the MSS requirements and stakeholder identification.

2.2 Case study
The subject of requirements specification is a subject that has bearing on many
different aspects of a company‟s operations, also when regarding only the MSS.
Thus, the subject may be considered complex. According to Williamson (2002), a
complex subject calls for qualitative analysis in order to facilitate an in-depth
understanding of the subject. Williamson (2002) considers a case study to be a
good approach to the description of phenomena, development of theory and
theory testing, and has been used to explore subject areas where existing
knowledge is scarce. The structures are developed largely through a literature
approach, developing theories from existing research, and then deploying these
into the case company. The findings can then be analyzed from a theoretical
perspective in order to make some general conclusions. Thus, the approach can be
recognized as an abductive approach considering the terminology of Patel and
Davidsson (2003). Using an abductive method, the literature studies also continue
during the case study in order to complement it.
The case company is a manufacturing company in the automotive industry where
they act as a subcontractor. They have expressed an interest in developing a
structure for requirements on the MSS in order to employ such a structure in an
ongoing PRP and also in future PRPs, as a step towards an improved PRP
process. The use of only a single case study has of course its implications on the
results of the thesis. There is generally a trade-off between quantitative and
qualitative analysis, meaning that while fewer case studies imply less quantity in the
results, it facilitates an in-depth analysis of the case studies, implying a more
qualitative analysis. This implies of course that any result from such a qualitative
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analysis will require quantitative analyses to take place in order to increase the
reliability of the results.
Three visits to the case company have occurred. During these visits interviews
have been the main method for the data gathering in the thesis. Additional to the
interviews, company internal material has been a source of data as well as
observations in the plant. A table describing the observations made in the plant
during round tours is presented in table 1. Unstructured interviews have been held
which according to Winter (1992) gather wider information concerning the subject
than structured interviews. Eight employees have been interviewed to gather
relevant information. The employees interviewed have been chosen in various
positions throughout the company in order to acquire information from different
levels and departments. The selection of interviewees has been a snowball
selection discussed by Hartman (2004), where the first interviewee suggests
further employees to be interviewed regarding a chosen subject. However all the
interviewees have been selected with the purpose of trying to range different areas
of the company. Most of the interviews have been accompanied by two or three
employees for the purpose of establishing discussions in smaller focus groups
which according to Morgan (1997) is more efficient regarding gathering equal
amount of data than traditional interviews.
Table 1. Table presenting the observations made at the case company
Observations
Round tour with logistics manager
Round tour with manager of production engineering
Round tour with forklift operator

2.2.1

No. of occasions

Average length
2
30 min
1
30 min
1
20 min

Interviews

The logistics manager has been interviewed on three occasions for the purpose of
acquiring information regarding internal flows of goods and information. Data
gathering regarding requirements on the MSS from a logistics perspective has
been facilitated through this. During most of the interviews the logistics manager
has attended with the purpose of obtaining a logistics perspective on several
issues. To range as many areas of the company as possible the logistics manager
has helped in suggesting suitable employees to interview from different
departments.
The manager of production engineering for the product to be realized, further
referred to as Product X, has been interviewed concerning his role in the
production system and which requirements need to be stated from the assembly
line from a managerial point of view. An operator at the assembly line was
accompanying this interview in order to acquire data regarding requirements to be
stated from an operator´s perspective, information such as daily processes, how
the MSS today eventuates and how different existing problems can be solved.
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The manager of production engineering for Product X has also been interviewed
on telephone regarding the requirements which can be stated concerning the
internal flow in the production line.
A production engineer at the machining department was interviewed accompanied
with the logistics manager in order to obtain requirements that can be stated on
the MSS concerning issues regarding the materials supply of the machining
department. The production engineer has also been interviewed on telephone to
complement the information given on the first interview.
A logistics developer working with logistics solutions in the existing MSS has been
interviewed concerning the possibilities of developing the logistics solutions in the
new MSS. Together with the logistics developer a materials planner was
interviewed regarding the daily work on planning and ordering material for the
existing products. The purpose of the interview was to acquire information
concerning the daily flows of goods and possibilities to develop these and make
processes and routines more suitable.
A forklift operator has been interviewed with the purpose of acquiring data
regarding the daily work and problems with the existing MSS and what
requirements to be stated to solve daily issues. This interview was accompanied
with the logistics manager aiding the establishment of discussion regarding these
issues to efficiently acquire wider information.
A team leader for the logistics department was interviewed concerning the roles
and routines of the goods reception and safety work with trucks and forklifts.
The logistic manager and the manager of production engineering have been the
main sources of information. These two have been interviewed on different
occasions, been accompanying various interviews and have also been questioned
regarding additional information by telephone conversations.
A summarizing table, presenting number of interviews and average length of the
interviews is presented in table 2.
Table 2. A summarizing table of interviews made at the case company
Interviewee

No of interviews

Telephone interview

Average length

Logistics manager

3

120 min

Manager of production engineering

1

1

60 min

Machining system production engineer

1

1

30 min

Logistics developer

1

30 min

Assembly operator

1

60 min

Materials planner

1

20 min

Forklift operator

1

30 min

Team leader at goods reception

1

30 min
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2.3 Validity and reliability
Measurements, parameters, surveying instrument and research methods have to be
valid and reliable to be useful and appropriate. If the validity and the reliability in a
research are not reached, the results of the research will not receive scientific value
(Ejvegård, 1993).
The validity of a research refers to the precision and the accuracy in the gathered
data, (Denscombe, 2009) and is also about the suitability of the information that
has been collected according to the questions that are investigated. Ejvegård
(1993) argues that the validity of a research regards whether a scientist really
measures and investigates what was set out for the study.
The reliability concerns how credible the research method has been and whether
the research method is suitable for the subject (Ejvegård, 1993). Holme and
Solvang (1997) argue that the reliability depends on how the measuring is
performed and how accurate the scientist has been regarding the interpretation
and processing of the acquired information.
The validity and reliability of this thesis will be discussed in chapter 8.1, where
aspects that increase and decrease these factors will be argued.
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3 Theoretical framework
As mentioned in the outline in chapter 1.4, the theoretical framework will consider
six different subjects that are considered important for the thesis. In this chapter,
they are arranged by the scope of the subject, rather than importance to the thesis.

3.1 Production system development
Bellgran and Säfsten (2009) suggest a method for the development of a
production system in which materials supply aspects are considered as one of the
system factors. This method consists of five stages, each involving a number of
different phases. The five stages are design process management, preparatory
design, design specification, realization and planning and production ramp-up.
The preparatory design stage consists of two phases, the background study and
the pre-study, which lead up to the resulting requirements specification. The
background study concerns analyzing existing systems, both the company‟s own
and those of other companies, while the pre-study is about looking at the expected
nature of the system to be designed. This means looking at forecast demand,
growth potential, stakeholder requirements etc. The results from both the
background study and the pre-study should then make up the requirements
specification, which states the requirements of the system.

3.2 Product realization projects
Säfsten and Johansson (2004) states a definition of PRP as all tasks and activities
necessary to develop solutions to an identified customer demand and to realize
these solutions in form of physical products with related services.
Within this definition the MSS is one aspect to consider since it is the system that
provides the production resources with material for its processes (Bellgran, 1998).
Bellgran and Säfsten (2009) define product realization as the process between
product planning and finished product. A PRP is about developing and producing
products that are attractive for costumers. The concept of this PRP is wider than
the concept of product development. According to Bellgran and Säfsten (2009)
the product development should be integrated with production system
development to reach an effective and efficient product realization process. A
sequential flow of a product lifecycle is shown in figure 1 where the product
realization is graphically defined.
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Figure 1. A schematic view of the product realization project‟s reaches in the product lifecycle,
from Säfsten and Johansson (2004).
The work on developing production systems needs to be improved (Bellgran and
Säfsten, 2009). While the work on developing and improving product is open to
constant development the progress of production system is inferior. Since most of
the manufacturing companies are under constant press and global concurrence,
there is potential of competitive advantages by developing and improving
production systems (Bellgran and Säfsten, 2009).

3.3 Concurrent engineering
The traditional view on product and process development is a step-by step,
sequential staged model. In addition, each stage is completed before the next one
starts (Slack and Lewis, 2008). They mention that this method is easy to use and
manage but is costly and time consuming.
During the last years, the shorter life-cycles of products have created more stress
on the product realization time. Being on time to market with a product may be
more important than keeping the budget for the development project. This means
that the different steps in the development process must overlap (Olhager, 2000).
This is a concept often referred to as CE.
Sohlenius (1992) states that simultaneous engineering or CE is used to increase
the competitiveness by decreasing lead-times and simultaneously improves quality
and cost. The methodology is to integrate the product development with the
development of the production system.
Time and money may be saved by developing different parts of a project in
parallel, which is common in many product development projects. The more parts
of the project that may be developed simultaneously the better, but it may cause
risk since the different parts may not match (Tonnquist, 2008).
Zhou et al (1996) argues that CE considers all factors of a product development
process; design, analysis, manufacturing, testing, quality control and marketing in
order to reduce the time to market and cost for the product and improving
quality.
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3.4 Requirements
A definition of a requirement was mentioned earlier from Harwell et al (1993, p.
2) where it was stated that “if it mandates that something must be accomplished,
transformed, produced or provided, it‟s a requirement.” This is a broad definition,
considering a requirement in a non-specific and general context. This implies the
consideration of requirements as a general issue to be considered in different
context. In the systems engineering and software development context, the subject
of requirements engineering has developed. Hull et al. (2005) also consider
requirements from a broad perspective, although still considered from a software
development and systems engineering perspective. However, the statements made
by Hull et al. (2005) are formulated in such a manner that they may be given an
even broader perspective, and they propose a generic process for requirements
engineering. In this process, requirements are considered on four different levels,
as illustrated in figure 2. At the first level, the statement of needs is translated into
the stakeholder requirements. The stakeholder requirements will consider what
the stakeholders want with the system. Thus, the stakeholder requirements are
considered to be in the problem domain. The next level is the system
requirements where the solution domain is entered. On this level, the
characteristics of the final system should be examined. „Characteristics‟ imply
rather loose and general formulations that define the scope of the solution. From
the system requirements, Hull et al. (2005) considers the possibility of deriving the
design architecture, which would be the different components of the system that
make up for the resulting functionality of the system. Thus, from the system
requirements can be derived the system component requirements or subsystem
requirements. However, most systems are too complex to be considered merely by
system and subsystem, but also need to be considered from a subsystem design
architecture perspective, i.e. there is a need to consider also subsystem component
requirements (Hull et al. 2005). Figure 2 shows the generic process suggested by
Hull et al. (2005). Hull et al. (2005) also considers the possibility of testing each
activity in the requirements engineering process. However, this goes beyond the
scope of this thesis.
The structure of this sort implies an easy and manageable way of creating
traceability of the requirements, which is also emphasized by Hull et al. (2005).
This means that each low-level requirement has its corresponding higher level
requirement, meaning that each requirement from the subsystem component level
should be able to be traced back to the stakeholder requirement to which it
corresponds. Hull et al. (2005) also emphasize the need to consider the
„requirements for requirements‟, meaning the way in which the requirements need
to be identified, classified and traceable.
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Figure 2. The different levels of requirements engineering, from Hull et al. (2005)

3.5 Materials supply system design
The area of MSS design is here considered from two different perspectives, in
order to highlight the aspects important for the establishment of requirements on
the system. The first perspective concerns a systematic design process for an MSS,
suggested by Johansson (2006). The other is a structure of the requirements
categories for the interface between the MSS and the assembly system, suggested
by Finnsgård (2009).
3.5.1

A systematic process for materials supply system design

Johansson (2006) suggests that an MSS design in a PRP may contain six design
areas; materials feeding, storage, transportation, handling, packaging and
manufacturing planning and control.
Materials feeding concerns principles used to feed a work station or a plant with
materials required. Storage includes central storages and work stations buffers,
how these storages can be formed and where these storages and buffers should be
located. Transportation concerns internal transportation, from goods reception to
shipping. Handling and packaging are similar, handling of materials concerns
mainly where and how materials should be handled while the packaging area is
more focused on packaging itself. The manufacturing planning and control
regards issues like level of centralization, push and pull systems, volumes of each
order and frequencies of orders (Johansson, 2006).
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According to Johansson (2006) the designing of an MSS should be developed in
four phases; planning, concept development, system-level design and detail design.
It is stated that these phases are based on the research by Ulrich and Eppinger
(2000) and Pahl and Beitz (1996), however Pahl and Beitz (1996) use different
labels.
During the planning phase, requirements on the MSS throughout the design
process have to be considered. These requirements can be classified into four
types (Johansson, 2006);
 Requirements on a strategic level, for example use of leveled production,
push and pull systems and frequencies of deliveries.
 A company‟s guidelines developed in order to guide decision taking such as
guidelines concerning packaging and materials feeding principles.
 Constraints, for example space and receiving capacity.
 More detailed and implicit requirements such as minimizing of repacking,
and level of handling by the systems operators.
The limits between these four types of requirements are not defined and
Johansson (2006) argues that some requirements may fit into several types. She
states that according to Pahl and Beitz (1996) it is essential that requirements are
communicated during the planning phase to serve the design of the MSS.
The concept development phase of the MSS design is important for preparing of
the subsequent MSS. The perspective is in a general context and the overall
system is in focus. Here different potential MSS concepts are evaluated to identify
the system which is most suitable for the company (Johansson, 2006).
During the system-level design a general perspective is regarded on the designing
of the MSS. Johansson (2006) suggests a hierarchic view of the MSS for this
phase, where the various materials flows in an MSS can be defined as the sub
systems in the MSS. The various flows are classified into three types; flows from
suppliers to the work stations, flows of semi products between work stations and
flows from the final work station to customers (Johansson, 2006). Each sub
system may then be viewed from the six system components or design areas that
are considered.
During the detail-level design phase the design areas; materials feeding, storage,
transportation, handling, packaging, and manufacturing planning and control, are
designed in detail (Johansson, 2006). It is stated however that issues regarding
materials feeding should be considered at system-level design and therefore not be
taken into consideration at detail-level. The remaining five areas should consider
for example; design of storage facilities and buffer stations, design of internal
transportation, design of handling stations, packaging design, and choices of
materials planning methods.
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3.5.2

Requirement categories

Finnsgård (2009) structures demands on the MSS and assembly system in
following categories; value adding, non-value adding, space, ergonomics, planning
and control, flexibility, packaging, quality, physical handling and transportation,
process support, management and employee codetermination, and health and
safety law and regulations. This structure is mainly considering the interface
between MSS and assembly system, attempting to gain a helpful design of this
interface.
Jones et al. (1997, as stated by Finnsgård 2009), consider three types of activities:
non-value adding, necessary but non-value adding and value-adding. The
implication is towards eliminating non-value adding work in order to increase the
proportion of value-adding work in the operations. The lean production concept
places focus on the assembly operator to perform only value-adding work. This
indicates that the MSS should provide the assembly operator with the opportunity
of minimizing non-value adding work (Finnsgård, 2009).
Space is according to Finnsgård (2009) a costly resource, in some cases even the
main problem. The space issues regard both the actual design of the workstation
and the supply of components to the workstation.
Ergonomics is about providing materials to the operators in order to facilitate
both a safe and healthy work place, but also about stimulating productivity and
efficiency in the work (Finnsgård, 2009).
Planning and control according to Finnsgård (2009) from a materials supply
perspective is about establishing the prerequisites of the flow, in regards of
volumes, frequencies etc. It is also about supporting the strategy and tactics of the
firm. It regards issues like level of centralization, push and pull systems, volumes
of each order and frequencies of orders (Johansson, 2006).
Flexibility matters are important in aspects of coping with insecurities and coping
with the demands placed by the assembly system on the MSS. As for the assembly
system, Wänström and Medbo (2009) states four dimensions of flexibility
concerned with materials feeding which are mix, modification, new products and
volume.
Dominic et al. (2000), states that the view of packaging has changed over the past
years, from mainly serving the shipper to now serving the requirements of all
stakeholders. Johansson et al. (1997) as stated by Johansson (2006), considers
three functions of packaging, namely flow, market and environment. This
indicates that the packaging should support the flow of processes, should aid in
making the product look more attractive in the market place and should be
environmentally friendly.
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Quality is an important factor in all aspects of operations. From the view of the
MSS, quality is primarily about avoiding the risk of part confusion, which
according to Baudin (2002) is the most important cause of defects in
manufacturing today.
Physical handling and transportation is related simply to the actual movement of
materials that is needed in order to supply the assembly process with the materials
(Finnsgård, 2009).
Process support is about how the processes that are to be performed by the
system are supported, considering for instance materials exposure and work
instructions. From an MSS perspective, this is concerned with both the support of
the materials supply activities, and also in providing support for the subsequent
processes, e.g. assembly or manufacturing (Finnsgård, 2009).
Management and leadership concern the way in which an operation is managed,
while employee codetermination is considered by Finnsgård (2009) to be seen as a
dialogue between employees in an organization. He considers this aspect to be
contextual and not directly involved in the MSS or assembly system.
Health and safety law and regulations is an aspect that needs to be considered in
its own perspective. It is about adhering to issues concerned with health and
safety which do not fall under the ergonomics category (Finnsgård, 2009).

3.6 Stakeholders
Every implementation project has stakeholders to include. A stakeholder is an
organization, group or individual who has interest in the project outcome. Since
different stakeholders may stress different factors during the project there might
be risks to cope. A project that has more stakeholders may be harder to control
due to the many different requirements stated (Slack and Lewis, 2008).
Slack and Lewis (2008) define three activities to be considered when dealing and
managing with the risks of stakeholders; identifying, prioritizing and
understanding. The identifying of stakeholders is an important activity. Hull et al.
(2005) presents a list of possible stakeholders to be considered in the identifying
activity; managers, investors, system users, maintenance and service staff, product
disposers, training personnel, system buyers, sales and marketing, usability and
efficiency experts, operational environmental experts, government, standard
bodies, public opinion and opinion leaders and regulatory authorities. Skärvad and
Olsson (2008) present another list of organizations most important stakeholders;
owners, employees, management, suppliers, customers, lenders and community
shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3. Organizations different stakeholders, from Skärvad and Olson (2008).
The prioritizing and understanding of stakeholders requirements can be done by
Lewis and Slacks (2008) power- interest grid. The methodology is to determine
how much power the stakeholder contains and how interested the stakeholder is
regarding the project and then prioritize and understand how to manage the
projects different stakeholders due to this analysis.
According to Robinson and Volkov (1997), poor analysis of the relationship
between stakeholders and requirements can lead to failure. The analysis according
to them should concern reasoning about which stakeholders affect and will be
affected by the system design. The analysis seeks to understand the interaction
between the stakeholders and sort out whether these interactions are dependent
on each other or in conflict with each other i.e. if one of these requirements will
affect the achievement of another.
The analysis of stakeholders should emphasize conflicting stakeholder
requirements. This point is critical when dealing with multiple stakeholders during
a system design if the system is to be operational. It is difficult and important to
consider the identifying of stakeholders, the understanding of stakeholder
requirements and how different requirements interact (Robinson and Volkov,
1997).
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4 Analysis of theoretical framework
This chapter will provide an analysis of the theoretical framework presented in
the previous chapter. Its aim will be to suggest an approach for analyzing the
case study in such a way that requirements may be specified to facilitate the
involvement of MSS design at an earlier stage of a PRP, or at any stage of a
PRP. It will also discuss the stakeholder theory in order to suggest some way of
considering the MSS stakeholders that will aid in the specification of
requirements.

4.1 Stakeholders
As mentioned earlier, the proper involvement of stakeholders in the structuring
of requirements on the MSS is crucial to its success. Thus, careful
consideration should be made as to what stakeholders are involved, and it is
also necessary to consider how interested the stakeholders are of the project,
i.e. the MSS design, and the weight that a specific stakeholder carries within the
organization. Figure 3 showed a model of stakeholders considered by Skärvad
and Olsson (2008). By viewing this model from an MSS perspective the MSS
will be placed in the center, making it the organization in the model.
Considering the MSS as an organization in itself, part of a larger context, may
be a valid analogy.
Certainly, there is some form of MSS management and there are also
employees working in the MSS. Thus, considering those may be straightforward. Also, as part of a production system, the MSS will provide a service to
other parts of the production system, i.e. the MSS will have some customers.
However, the MSS will also have suppliers, as the MSS will also need to receive
materials from some other part of the production system. The owners of the
MSS will be the larger context, i.e. the company itself and in extent, the actual
owners of the company. The interest of this stakeholder is the creation of value
in both short and long term. This interest is carried downward through the
company, from the owners through to some form of higher management, and
ultimately reaching the MSS. The MSS may not be seen as having any lenders.
Loans are given to a company and not to an MSS. Thus, should the MSS
require any financial input that comes from a bank loan or similar, this will be
given by the company, and will not be given as a loan, but rather as an
investment, thus this stakeholder may fall under the owner stakeholder.
Further, lenders are external to the company, thus reaching beyond the scope
of this thesis. It may be possible to consider some internal community for
some part of an organization, such as the MSS. However, with the definition of
the MSS used in this thesis, the MSS is in itself what takes place between
different parts of the production system, meaning that there may be no
difference between the community of the MSS and the customers and suppliers
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of the MSS. Viewing the external community, as in society e.g., is also external
to the company and will not be considered in this thesis.
Conclusively, this thesis will attempt to view the stakeholders of the MSS by
adapting the stakeholder model considered by Skärvad and Olsson (2008) to an
MSS context. In doing so, this thesis will disregard the stakeholder groups‟
lenders and community, giving five different stakeholder groups to consider:
Owners, employees, management, suppliers and customers.

4.2 Requirements on the materials supply system
Hull et al. (2005) consider requirements on different levels. By first considering
the stakeholder requirement and then performing a breakdown into system level
requirements and further into system and sub system component requirements,
traceability is achieved, as each sub system component requirement has its
corresponding stakeholder requirement.
Viewing the design process for an MSS suggested by Johansson (2006), a similar
structure can be discerned. She considers the MSS on three different levels, which
are called the system, which is the entire MSS, followed by the sub system level,
which she considers to be the various flows of the MSS, and finally the
component level. The component level considers six components; materials
feeding, storage, transportation, handling, packaging and manufacturing planning
and control.
There is a clear correspondence between the work of Hull et al. (2005) and that of
Johansson (2006) when it comes to considering requirements for the MSS. This
makes considering them in the same context easy, which facilitates the structuring
of requirements on the MSS through considering these two together. Figure 4
shows the correspondence between the two views.
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Figure 4. The correspondence between the structures developed by Johansson (2006) and Hull et
al. (2005)
A means of considering requirements on the MSS has thus been established. This
alone, however, will not aid the development of requirements but to a small
extent. A structure for the requirements will need to consider a way of
categorizing the requirements, in order to discern the areas where requirements
should be investigated. Finnsgård (2009) suggests such a categorization in his
work. His work is situated in the interface between the MSS and the assembly
system. As mentioned earlier, this thesis will involve the same interface. In fact,
the scope of this thesis can be seen as a backwards integration in comparison to
Finnsgård (2009). This means that this thesis actually considers the MSS in the
same way Finnsgård (2009) does, merely involving the MSS to a larger extent,
giving it the main focus instead of focusing primarily on the assembly system.
Through this view of the thesis, it is concluded that the work of Finnsgård (2009)
may be considered valid also for the scope of this thesis.
In the following chapters, the thesis will attempt to integrate these three pillars in
some way in order to create a structure for the requirements based on the work of
Hull et al. (2005), Johansson (2006) and Finnsgård (2009).
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5 Case description
This chapter will attempt to consider requirements in a case context. The case
company is a global manufacturing company in the automotive industry. One of
the plant departments is to introduce a new product, Product X, which requires
the provision of a new assembly system. As this thesis is written, the project is
already initiated. The forecast demand is at this time uncertain, and different
scenarios have been considered, with demand ranging from slightly above 100,000
units per year to more than 300,000 units per year. The assembly equipment that
has been ordered is however dimensioned for an annual production rate not
exceeding approximately 240,000 units per year, indicating that should demand
exceed this, the assembly line will need to undergo a thorough remake or new
assembly equipment will have to be purchased. This means that for this particular
project, the demand of 240,000 units per year is considered maximum.
This chapter will study the requirements placed by the stakeholders of this project
on the MSS. To facilitate this analysis, each stakeholder requirement will be
analyzed separately, broken down into system, sub system and component
requirements and then compiled at the end, resulting in the requirements
specification for the project. Five sub systems are considered in this project: two
machining flows and three assembly flows. Machining flow 1 is the flow from
goods reception to the machining. Machining flow 2 is the flow from the
machining, where the component may take different paths. It may go straight to
assembly, or it may go away on external finishing before returned to assembly.
Assembly flow 1 is the flow to the assembly line. Assembly flow 2 is the flow
between the assembly workstations, and assembly flow 3 is the flow from the
assembly line to shipping. The flows are presented in figure 5.

Figure 5. The internal flows in the case company
The chapter outline consists of an MSS stakeholder analysis for this project, where
the view is based on the analysis in chapter 4.1. Then follows an analysis of their
requirements, which then are broken down into system level requirements, sub
system level requirements and component requirements.
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5.1 Stakeholder analysis
This stakeholder analysis will deploy the view of stakeholders presented in chapter
4.1 into the case context, rendering the MSS stakeholders as a result.
5.1.1

Customers

The customers of the MSS may be seen as the various consuming points in the
plant. In this case study, the materials that are part of Product X, will primarily go
straight from supplier to assembly, as the product is to a large extent assembled
from purchased component, but one or possibly two components may be
processed in-house by the machining department that exists within the plant. This
means that the MSS will need to serve both the machining system and the
assembly system, meaning that these two may be seen as customers to the MSS.
Certainly, there is a final customer for the finished product as well, to whom the
product is to be shipped. However, this is external to the company, thus reaching
outside the scope of the thesis.
5.1.2

Suppliers

The suppliers of the company will provide materials to the company, where they
are received at the goods reception and handled by the internal logistics
department. The actual supplier is thus external to the company and will not be
considered in this thesis. Internally, the suppliers of the MSS need to be seen as
those providing the MSS with materials at some point. In effect, this occurs when
the machining system provides the MSS with processed components, and when
the assembly system provides the MSS with an assembled component or finished
product. Thus, the suppliers of the MSS are the same as its customers; the
machining system and the assembly system.
5.1.3

Management

Chapter 4 reasoned that if the MSS is to be seen as an organization within the
company, it needs to have some form of management, and this needs to be
discerned by viewing the organizational structure. Figure 5 gives an overview of
the flow of materials relevant for the production system that is to be designed. As
materials are delivered to the company, they reach the goods reception, where
they become the responsibility of the internal logistics department, which from a
managerial point of view means the logistics department management. As
materials then are transported to the machining system or the assembly system,
they are placed in intermediate storage adjacent to its point-of-use. From there on,
a materials feeder takes over who is organized under the consuming function. As
the value-adding operations are performed the materials once again fall under the
logistics department, which is charged with bringing the materials further down
the flow. Thus, MSS management needs to be seen as largely the logistics
department, but also the management of machining and assembly need to be seen
partly as MSS management.
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5.1.4

Employees

The same logic applies as in chapter 5.1.3, as the employees need to be considered
as organized under different departments. The employees working with the flow
from goods reception to machining and assembly are organized under the logistics
department, whereas the materials feeder, charged with bringing materials from a
materials stock to the point-of-use, is organized under the machining or assembly
function.
5.1.5

Owners

The owners of the MSS are in extent the owners of the company. However, the
owners of the company are represented by some higher management. A
difference may be discerned regarding the nature of this higher management and
the MSS management. Whereas the MSS management is responsible of handling
the daily operations of the MSS, making sure it functions the way it is supposed,
there is a higher management that may be seen as charged with creating value in
the long term. This involves setting the direction of operations or in effect,
indicating how the MSS is supposed to work, in order to create the benefits that
represent the requirements of the owners. One such channel for expressing the
owners‟ requirements is the formulation of a corporate philosophy that is applied
globally throughout the company. Owner requirements may also reach the MSS
in other ways. In this case, it is also seen that the creation of long term value has
taken the form of a PRP intended to create value for the company. Thus, the
project may be seen as a channel for expressing the requirements of the owners as
well.

5.2 Customer and supplier requirements
As the customers and suppliers in this case are the same, they will be regarded as
such and examined as a unit. This means that the customers and suppliers are
regarded as the machining system and the assembly system. These are two
different stakeholder groups and thus, their requirements will be considered
separately. The assembly system is the system that will work solely on assembly of
Product X, whereas the machining system will handle only one or possibly two
components. This means that the assembly system will be emphasized to a larger
extent in the system design. For that reason, the assembly system requirements
will be addressed first in the report.
One assembly system requirement that was clearly emphasized by the assembly
system design manager was the essential requirement that the MSS should to the
largest extent possible keep the line fed, in order to not have to stop production
due to lack of materials. Another requirement that was discerned from assembly
operators regards the nature of the materials presentation. Product X consists of a
couple of components that are considered to be heavy, which means that they
need to be handled in an ergonomically appropriate manner, in order for the work
not to place too much strain on the assembly operator. A third stakeholder
requirement was emphasized by both the assembly system design manager and the
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assembly operator in that the assembly operator should not have to leave his/her
position at the line in order for the line to be fed. Thus, three stakeholder
requirements are formulated from the assembly system: Minimize risk of stopping
assembly line, assembly operators should not have to leave line and ergonomically presented
materials.
The component that is planned for in-house machining is one of the larger
components, indicating that there will be a significant amount of pallets in need of
transportation to and from the machining system. It is stated by the production
engineer at the machining department that the machining department at this point
has a lot of excess capacity. Due to this, he states that the machining system will
have the capacity required to take on this component with its present capacity, but
it will reach close to maximum capacity. The second component that may
potentially be up for in-house machining is a minor component with more than a
thousand units per pallet, which means that it will not take up any considerable
storage space or transportation frequency if processed in-house.
The MSS solution for the machining department today involves the logistics
department bringing the materials to be machined to an intermediate storage
space which is further referred to as feeding stock. The feeding stock consists of
pallet racks where the materials are placed. The supply signal consists of a kanban
system. From that point, an operator serving as a materials feeder takes over and
brings the materials to the machine where it is fed and processed automatically.
Afterwards, an operator brings the processed material into a pallet rack again,
where it awaits transportation, either to an external finishing process or to the
assembly system. As for Product X, the processed component will need external
finishing before entering the assembly process. The way the MSS works at present
is deemed to be a good way of working, and no fundamental change in the way
the MSS works is deemed necessary in order to cope with the processing of this
component. Thus, the stakeholder expresses no specific requirements on the MSS,
other than that with the increase in utilization of the system, downtime of the
system may become critical, which has not been the case prior to launch of
Product X. This means that the machining system states the requirement for the
MSS to minimize risk of halting machining.
The stakeholder requirements falling under the customer/supplier requirements
will in the following be analyzed in the order they were stated, starting with the
assembly system requirements and finishing with the machining system
requirement.
5.2.1

Minimize risk of stopping assembly line

In order for the MSS to fulfill the stakeholder requirements, they may be
translated into principal statements that indicate how the MSS will solve the
problems stated by the assembly system. In order for the MSS to minimize the
risk of stopping the assembly line, the system needs to continuously provide the
assembly line with materials, i.e. the system needs to provide materials flow to and
from assembly. This is its primary objective, and by connecting it to the stakeholder
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requirement, the need behind this objective is clear. This principal statement
indicating the objective of the MSS then needs to be considered on the flow level,
where each flow that is involved in fulfilling this stakeholder requirement need to
have a similar statement, indicating its role in fulfilling the stakeholder
requirement. These stakeholder requirements involve the assembly system.
Therefore it is not necessary to include the flows to and from the machining
system for this specific stakeholder requirement. However, the assembly flows
need to be considered. The assembly flow 1 is the flow charged with getting the
components to line, and thus, its part in fulfilling the stakeholder requirement will
be to keep line supplied. In assembly flow 2, the role of the MSS is to make sure that
components don‟t get stuck in the interface between stations, i.e. to achieve smooth
flow between stations. In assembly flow 3, the MSS is actually not charged with
providing any assembly station with components. However, it may still cause
stopping in the line, if the finished products are not cleared away after the final
operation. Thus, the requirement on assembly flow 3 is to clear line of finished
products.
5.2.1.1

Keep line supplied

The analysis of the component requirements to place on the system in regards to
this stakeholder requirement follows below. Discussions on the implications
discerned through interviews are followed by other aspects that are important to
consider.
In current assembly operations, the risk of the MSS starving the line is managed
through the use of a materials feeder, working close to the assembly system and
even organized under the assembly system instead of under the logistics
department. This emphasizes the close connection between the materials feeder
and the assembly system. This is considered by the company to be an appropriate
way of working and the same solution is to be employed for the assembly of
Product X. The logistics department is charged with supplying the materials
feeder, through intermediate storaging close to the assembly line. This interface is
managed through a kanban system communicating the needs of the assembly line
upstream to the logistics department. There is a well defined boundary between
the logistics department and the assembly system in this case and there is little or
no overlap between these functions. This has proven to be a problem, as every
now and then, the logistics department is unable to deliver components in time to
the materials feeder, and thus threatens to starve the line. As this happens, there is
currently no smooth way of communicating with the logistics function in order to
expedite the delivery of a certain component. Instead, when such a need occurs,
seemingly improvised solutions need to take place. However, the respondents in
this study deemed that such a solution ought to be possible with the existing IT
system. Thus, in order for the system to deliver an adequate solution to this
problem, there is need for a signal system to complement the kanban system.
Another potential source of starving of the line is the interface between the
materials feeder and the assembly operator. To keep the assembly line fed, there
are buffer places at the line. However, at times the materials feeder may for some
reason be unable to monitor each work station close enough to note when
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materials at a work station are about to run out. The supply process is controlled
by empty pallets signaling the need for materials refilling. However, this system is
deemed rather vulnerable, with an unacceptably high risk of failure in providing
new components on time to keep the line fed. The lighting signal should also be
easy for the assembly operator to handle. With the current system, there is a risk
of the assembly operator not noticing the emergent need for materials supply,
thus leaving the line at risk of starving. Thus, there is also need for an automatic
lighting signal to materials feeder.
Some important aspects to consider in the design of the system in order to fulfill
this stakeholder‟s requirements are already mentioned in the analysis above.
However, some principles and aspects to consider further may still be stated.
Consideration needs to be placed as to how the transportation from component stock to
line is to be performed. The need for visual feeding signals also needs to be adhered
to. Size of component storage is something that is very important, as space is one of
the critical resources for the company with the introduction of Product X. Due to
the employment of suppliers from different parts of the world, supplier implications
on safety stock need to be considered. Storing items at the wrong place will take up
additional space and lead to excess work and thus calls for measures to avoid storaging
errors. Feeding components to the wrong place at line will have the same effect,
thus needing to get the right thing fed to the right place. The system also needs to make
sure that the materials feeder has adequate accessibility to line, in order to smoothly
be able to supply the line. How to avoid missing statements of transportation need is
addressed through the requirement on a digital signal system, but may be possible
to consider in different ways as well, visual transportation needs being one of those.
Getting the right components to the plant on time calls for correct inventory levels so
that call-offs reflect actual needs. The MSS needs to have capacity to deal with
unforeseen needs as such needs otherwise may cause unnecessary supply disturbances.
Kanban system dimensions need to be established, in order to get the appropriate
buffers in supply. Achieving correct inventory levels calls for correct materials
scanning which has been a problem previously. This is deemed to be an attitude
and education issue. Thus, there is a need to educate personnel in need of correct scanning.
5.2.1.2

Smooth flow between stations

The flows between assembly workstations are mainly managed by an automatic
conveyor system, enabling a one-piece flow between many of the stations.
However, some of the stations are not connected and physical handling will need
to take place in order to transport the components. Whatever manner of
transportation, buffer space at point-of-use needs to be considered. Where there is no
automatic conveyor, size of transportation container impacts transportation frequency
and thus work-in-process levels. Safety stock is managed through an assessment of
the acceptable risk of starvation. Accessibility is important to consider as it
facilitates efficiency in handling, and also the ability to cope with unforeseen
events. When physical transportation is necessary, there needs to be MSS capacity to
perform transportations. The operators need an established logic to govern when to send
the container, with visual signals being judged as a guiding principle that should be
implemented.
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5.2.1.3

Clear line of finished products

The MSS takes responsibility over the finished goods as soon as they leave the
final station of assembly, which is an automatic packaging station. There is a
limited amount of buffer space after this operation, which means that the MSS
personnel need to have frequent control over this flow. The buffer capacity is an
important dimension governing this flow. Visual transportation needs is a good
principle for minimizing the risk of missing the needs, and here as well, capacity for
transportation to shipment is an obvious but important aspect to consider. Another
important aspect is that the automatic packaging station that finalizes the assembly
operation is a new and innovative approach to packaging at the company. It is
stated that there is a certain risk of the robot failing, which calls for a robot backup
plan. Transport frequency needs to be considered in order to plan capacity and buffer
spaces as well.
5.2.2

Assembly operator should not have to leave line

The requirement that the assembly operator should not have to leave the assembly
line is a part of minimizing the amount of non-value-adding work performed by
the assembly operator. To the largest extent possible, the assembly operator
should perform only value-adding work, which means that the MSS will need to
work close to the assembly operator, serving him with what is necessary in order
to perform only value-adding work, i.e. the system requirement connected to this
stakeholder requirement is that the MSS should perform non-value-adding (but
necessary) activities. On the flow level, only the assembly flows are considered for
this stakeholder requirement, since it is concerned with the assembly operators
and not the operators in the machining processes. The first assembly flow
involves the initial materials feeding to the assembly line. The non-value-adding
activities that are involved in this flow are concerned with serving the assembly
operator with whatever needs may occur, not only feeding him with materials.
Thus, the requirement for assembly flow 1 is that the MSS performs supporting
activities. In assembly flow 2 the underlying principle is somewhat different. These
flows are directed towards minimizing MSS activities since the flow between
workstations is not managed by MSS personnel, but rather by assembly operators.
Thus, the activities involved should be minimized. As for assembly flow 3, this is
concerned with the flow from the last station of assembly to shipping. In this
flow, there should be no assembly operator involvement. The MSS should take
responsibility for the finished product as they leave the last station, which is an
automated packaging station.
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5.2.2.1

MSS performs supporting activities

Empirically, no particular statements are found that guide the achievement of this
stakeholder requirement. It is mentioned as something of importance, but the
actual means to achieving it are not considered to any greater extent. Some
principles and aspects to consider in order to achieve this are however important.
In order for the MSS to work closely to the assembly operator, there is need for
accessibility to line, since the MSS operator will need to efficiently get close enough
to line to be able to serve it. This also calls for structure in the forklift traffic, as it
will be quite frequent if volume forecasts are met, i.e. traffic rules. Accessibility
needs to be complemented with suiting forklift equipment, since different tools may
be required depending on what type of transportation is to be performed. An
important aspect is for the MSS to have capacity to deal with unforeseen needs.
Consideration also needs to be put as to how the MSS will achieve quality in
supply, i.e. the right thing at the right place, as failing in this may result in the assembly
operator having to solve the problem. Buffer space at line and the assembly
operator‟s lifting equipment also need to be considered. Feeding principles are related to
the manner by which the different components are presented at the line and may
have implications on operator efficiency, along with how the materials are actually
presented, e.g. on pallets, racks etc. The weight of one package of components is also
important in this aspect, as it relates to the manner of transporting it. Heavy
packages are not suitable for manual handling and should be handled with some
handling tool. Finally, continuous improvement efforts should be directed towards this
aspect, as achieving the requirement to the largest possible extent may never be
achieved.
5.2.2.2

Minimize MSS activities

In order to minimize the MSS activities altogether, as is the goal in assembly flow
2, this is considered to a larger extent in the design of the new system, and it is
achieved primarily and most effectively through utilizing automatic supply. However,
in some interfaces it is not possible, and this is where some additional measures
need to be considered. Buffer space at point-of-use is an important consideration in
minimizing the MSS activities. Achieving easy lifting for the operator, as it is also
considered an MSS activity, is also important, which calls for consideration of the
size of transportation containers. Safety stock is another important aspect, as supply
failure will result in the call for expedited transportations. While aiming for high
handling efficiency in this matter, the implications sprung from fragile components
still need to be considered, in order for components not to be damaged from
handling. Another matter related to size is transport containers for defined cover time. In
establishing both the automatic supply systems and other interfaces, the accident
risk needs to be considered. Consideration also needs to be placed as to batching
for transportations, and also when to send the container. This calls for visual signals. The
company also needs to make sure that there is actually capacity to perform
transportations and they need to consider the handling of faulty components and the
handling standards for the conveyor, where such is applied.
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5.2.2.3

No assembly operator involvement

As for assembly flow 3, the requirement is stated that there should be no assembly
operator involvement. This is also the requirement that is at the base of the design
for the new system. Thus, if the system is fully functional, this requirement should
be met, since the assembly operators have no responsibility for this section.
However, if the MSS would fail its obligations in this flow, i.e. if it would fail to
clear line of finished products, which is its requirement in order to not stop the
assembly line, then the problems will have to be solved in whatever way possible,
leading to the assembly operators having to perform non-value-adding work.
Thus, the requirements stated for clearing line of finished products are also stated
to fulfill this requirement.
5.2.3

Ergonomically presented materials

Some of the components that are to be assembled for Product X are large and
heavy. This means that if not handled effectively, they may be a source of back
injury and other lifting related injuries. The role of the MSS regarding the
assembly operator‟s work in this situation is to present the materials in a proper
manner. In order to avoid any injuries related to handling heavy components, the
requirement is to present the components so that the assembly operator needs to
handle these components as little as possible, i.e. the MSS should minimize assembly
operator‟s handling of heavy components. This is thus the system-level requirement on
the MSS. Once again, this is related to the assembly operator, which means that
there is no need to consider the machining flows for this stakeholder requirement.
In order to facilitate the minimum handling of the heavy components by the
assembly operator, the MSS needs to use its tools, mainly the forklifts, in the most
effective manner in order to present the assembly operator with an ergonomically
suiting workplace. For assembly flow 1, this implies considering the size and
weight of components in determining how and where to present the materials.
Materials presented according to size and weight means classifying components according
to ergonomically related aspects. In assembly flow 2, the components flow in a
more fixed way, there are fewer components coming from a specific supply source
which means less ability to affect which components are presented and how.
Instead, the focus should be on presenting materials to facilitate easy handling for the
assembly operator, and thus minimizing lifts that put inappropriate strain on the
operator. As for assembly flow 3, the ergonomic requirements are to be met in the
most effective way of all – through no assembly operator involvement.
5.2.3.1

Materials presented according to size and weight

In order to facilitate the appropriate handling for the assembly operator, some
important aspects need to be considered and dealt with in the design of the
system. The assembly operator needs to have proper lifting equipment to facilitate
handling that is both efficient and ergonomically suiting. Without adequate buffer
space at line, the feeding frequencies will be too high for the materials feeder to be
able to keep supplying the heavy components at line. Deciding package sizes is an
ergonomically important consideration. The package sizes need to be suitable for
assembly consumption, while at the same time manageable from an ergonomic
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perspective. There is a need for a clear logic that serves the establishment of
proper package sizes. Materials presentation means more than just dropping off
materials at some point. Materials presentation is about finding a way of serving
the assembly operator in the most efficient and effective way for both the
materials feeder and the assembly operator. The manner by which to transport from
component stock to line is another ergonomically important consideration which
relates to other things, such as buffer spaces and package sizes. It is also important
to have handling equipment that can serve the needs of the various components
that are to be handled by the operators at the different sizes, i.e. there needs to be
a certain flexibility of handling equipment. The packaging itself needs to be considered
as well from an ergonomics perspective. There needs to be a packaging suited for the
handling equipment, and the weight of one package needs to be considered in the
development of packaging for the components.
5.2.3.2

Materials presented to facilitate easy handling

As stated earlier, in assembly flow 2 most of the transportation between work
stations is to be facilitated through an automatic conveyor system. But the matter
of materials presentation is still relevant no matter what the manner of
transportation is. If transportation is performed by conveyor, there is to be no
lifting of components, but when performed manually, easy lifting should be
facilitated. Other aspects of materials presentation also need to be considered in the
same way as stated above, with consideration to efficiency for both the sending
and the receiving operator. The size of transportation containers are of importance, as
it may affect the ergonomics of handling, especially depth of container may have this
effect, for instance if the operator is to manually lift the components out of the
container. A principle guiding the solutions for the system is automatic supply, as the
most ergonomic handling is no handling at all.
5.2.3.3

No operator involvement

In assembly flow 3, no operator is supposed to be involved after the packaging
station has performed its operation. This serves the ergonomics requirement
perfectly, and thus, clearing the line of finished products will lead to fulfilling the
ergonomics requirement of the assembly operator as well. Thus, the same
component requirements are placed under this flow requirement as well.
5.2.4

Minimize risk of halting machining

This requirement is similar to the one stated for the assembly system, that the
MSS should minimize the risk of stopping the assembly line. Some of the logic
from that section applies to this requirement as well, as the organization of the
flow is similar to that of the assembly flow. The greatest difference is likely to be
the number of different items coming in. In the assembly system, a great deal of
work needs to be placed on managing the supply of many different components,
whereas the MSS activities in the machining system for Product X involve only
one or two incoming items. In order to minimize the risk of halting machining
processes, the MSS needs to achieve a materials flow to and from machining.
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This means that the MSS needs to keep materials coming to the machining
system, and it needs to make sure that the processed materials are transported
away from the machining system. On a flow level, the requirement for machining
flow 1 may thus be formulated as to keep the system supplied, whereas for machining
flow 2 it may be expressed as to clear the system of processed components.
5.2.4.1

Keep system supplied

One aspect that came up from the machining department as well as for the
assembly department was the not infrequent MSS inadequacy in supplying
materials on time. Thus, a need for an effective and efficient signal system to
complement the kanban system is expressed for the machining system as well. Further,
basically the same requirements stated to keep the assembly line supplied can be
stated for the machining system as well. Thus, there is a need to consider
transportation from feeding stock to machine, visual feeding needs, size of feeding stock, supplier
implications on safety stock, measures to avoid storaging errors and for the right thing to be fed
to the right place. Further, there is a need to consider adequate accessibility to machine,
to avoid missing statements of transportation needs, that there should be visual
transportation needs and that there is a need for correct inventory levels. The MSS should
also have capacity to deal with unforeseen needs, kanban system dimensions need to be
established and there is a need for educating personnel in the need for correct scanning.
5.2.4.2

Clear system of processed components

The risk of the machining processes being harshly affected by the MSS failing to
clear the system of the processed components may be considerably smaller due to
storage space being less critical for the machining system than for the assembly
system. It may however influence other aspects of the machining operators‟ work
which may lead to difficulties in keeping the machines supplied. Thus, basically
the same considerations need to be considered as for clearing the assembly line.
Storing capacity of processed components need to be considered. Visual transportation
needs are a valid guiding principle and capacity to perform transportations need some
special attention as processing of the component for Product X starts. Previously,
some transportation from the machining system to the assembly line has been
performed by machining system operators rather than logistics department
personnel. This has been possible due to the excess capacity in the machining
department. This will however not be the case as Product X is introduced. The
logistics department will likely need to have the capacity to perform these
transportations as well. Finally, transport frequency need to be established for the
processed components.

5.3 Management requirements
The focus of the MSS management is focused on the facilitation of economic
efficiency in the operations. The logistics department is the function responsible
for the management of those parts of the MSS that are not directly linked to its
relationships with other operational functions. However, the materials feeder of
the assembly system is organized under the assembly system, meaning that the
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management of this system also has a management perspective on the MSS in
performing their internal MSS activities.
The requirement placed by the assembly system management is that there is focus
on cost-efficient materials feeding. As this is their responsibility, this will be the overall
stakeholder requirement placed on materials feeding. Materials feeding also
include assembly flow 2, where it may be considered that the previous station will
always feed materials to the subsequent station.
The uncertain demand forecast for Product X means that the logistics manager is
unwilling to make large capital investments on the MSS, as any capital investment
will run a large risk of missing actual demand. The capital investment that may be
discussed in this context is mainly the expansion of storage facilities. However,
such an expansion of storage facilities when demand forecast is uncertain will
likely miss actual demand to some extent, which means that the expansion will be
either too large or too small. This means that in any case, the investment will be
less than optimal, with the possibility of missing the target with great margin. This
implies that if possible, any capital investment necessary is better placed at a point
when forecast demand is more secure. Therefore, a management requirement
placed on the MSS by the logistics management is to avoid investment costs to the
largest possible extent.
5.3.1

Cost-efficient materials feeding

The achievement of cost-efficiency in materials feeding is considered to be
connected to the amount of time spent by operators on materials feeding. It is
deemed that the manner by which to achieve cost-efficiency is to create a system
where materials feeding rely on little human involvement. As for assembly flow 1, there
are a lot of components to be fed to the line, meaning that there is a lot of work
to be done. The most efficient way of managing this is seen as having one materials
feeder to serve the assembly line, as this is deemed to enable some economies of scale to
be utilized. It is deemed that there is enough materials feeding to be performed to
motivate this. However, for assembly flow 2, there is no possibility of having a
materials feeder handling the flows between stations. There are also much less
different components leaving each station and shorter transportations, leading to
the requirement to minimize MSS activities in assembly flow 2. This is the same
requirement as was stated for the stakeholder requirement that the assembly
operator should not have to leave line. Therefore, they are also the same
component requirements as in chapter 5.2.2.2. As for assembly flow 3, the
requirement is deemed not applicable, as materials feeding is defined as feeding
materials to an operator, which is not the case in assembly flow 3, where it is
delivered to MSS personnel.
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5.3.1.1

Materials feeder to serve the assembly stations

This is not a new way of working for the company. Previous assembly lines have
also employed this solution and it is deemed by the company to be a good way of
working. Some aspects to consider in deploying this solution need to be
considered in order for it to work out for Product X. The system needs to have
buffer space at line which is adequately large to allow for the materials feeder to have
time to keep them supplied. The system needs to consider how to build quality
into feeding, i.e. get the right thing fed to the right place. Many different types of
components bring forth the need to consider the manner of transportation from
component stock to line. Having visual needs is deemed an effective and straightforward way of guiding the materials feeder, with the previously mentioned
automatic lighting signal to materials feeder being one such tool. For the materials feeder
to work efficiently, measures to avoid storaging errors in the component stock needs to
be in place. The materials feeding is one area where it is deemed that continuous
improvement efforts may have the possibility of being successful. It is important that
the activities of the materials feeder are not scheduled to 100%, as there needs to
be MSS capacity to deal with unforeseen needs. The materials feeder will need to deal
with the inner packaging of those components where such are used. The
packaging issues need to be dealt with in consideration to materials feeding issues,
which are weight, size, handling, etc. Packaging standards need to be established, not
saying that packaging needs to be standardized, but there needs to be some
standards guiding the choice of packaging from a materials feeding perspective. It
is also important to make sure that packaging protects content from damage. The
consideration of return or disposable packaging is also one to consider from this
perspective, as it may have great impacts on the materials feeder‟s work. It is also
important to consider the flow aspects on packaging, meaning that packaging has an
important impact on the way the flow is running, which is related to cover time
for one package, suitability for transportation, etc.
5.3.2

Avoid investment costs

As the Product X is forecast to be very high-volume in the company context, the
demand on the MSS as a whole will increase to a large extent. Despite this, the
logistics management is determined to handle the increased throughput within the
existing facilities. This approach may be to some extent inspired by another plant
department having been successful to a large extent in cutting lead times and
storaging, and thus seeing the potential to do the same in the department that will
produce Product X. The problem with achieving this is space-related. There are a
lot of components that are high-volume and space is limited. Therefore, in order
to be able to handle this throughput, the MSS needs to minimize inventory levels.
What is implied in order to succeed with the handling of components for Product
X is that the handling of components will need to be twice as efficient, i.e.
throughput speed in the plant will need to be doubled compared to the previous
average throughput speed, in order for all components and materials to fit within
the current plant facilities, and still cope with the maximum demand that the
system should be able to meet. The maximum production output is well defined
for this project. The assembly equipment that has already, as this thesis is written,
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been ordered from equipment suppliers has a maximum capacity of about 240,000
units per year. Should demand exceed this level then new equipment has to be
built. This is thus the maximum forecast demand that the MSS needs to be able to
cope with. This is considered to be an issue mainly for the assembly flows,
whereas the excess capacity in the machining system is deemed to be able to take
up the increase in volume. Therefore, the requirement on assembly flow 1 is
stated as to double throughput speed. For assembly flow 2, the consideration is that
the use of one-piece flow is the target which means a minimum of inventory
levels. However, not all stations are connected with a one-piece flow. For those
that are not, the implication is that with minimized batch sizes, inventory levels will
be as low as possible. Assembly flow 3 is less complex than assembly flow 1,
meaning possibly less potential of doubling throughput speed. Maximizing
throughput speed is considered a better statement.
5.3.2.1

Double throughput speed

The doubling of the throughput speed compared to existing production systems
in the facilities may be seen as an ambitious requirement to place on the MSS.
However, it is argued by the logistics manager to be both possible, necessary and
of beneficial nature throughout the company. Nevertheless, it places some great
demands on the MSS and the needs to have a disciplined approach to many
aspects regarding materials supply, which may not have had a great impact on the
company‟s operations earlier. Thus, it is a change in operating procedures that
may have more or less of cultural implications within the plant as well.
One issue that was stated, which may have important cultural implications, is the
achievement of materials call-offs towards suppliers that are accurate and reflect
the actual needs of the company. As of today, this is somewhat of a problem
within the company, which means that the inventories stated in the IT system of
the company does not to an acceptable rate reflect the reality of inventory levels.
This means that orders placed on suppliers are not correct, leading to inventory
levels that divert from the actual needs of production. This calls for materials
scanning standards that are well defined and respected, thus also calling for education
of personnel in need of correct scanning. Ease of scanning should also be considered. Other
measures to achieve correct inventory levels may also have potential. The size of
component storage space needs to be considered for the sake of planning the
utilization of that space as effectively as possible. Supplier implications on safety stock
needs to be considered. For various reasons, safety stock may need to be increased
for some suppliers. This should be minimized in order to maintain high
throughput speed. The question of dedicated or non-dedicated stock position is also an
important one, as dedicated stock positions may require more space, while nondedicated stock positions may require more sophisticated systems for guiding the
operators.
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The company may also use consignment storage, since they have such a warehouse.
This means that they can store goods close to the plant, while still in the
possession of the supplier. As the company has many international suppliers with
potentially high transportation costs, this is seen as a good way of keeping
inventory levels low, while still using distant suppliers. However, there is great
unused capacity in this warehouse, which means that it should be used to the
largest possible extent in order to achieve the requirement on throughput speed.
Lacking quality may contribute to increased throughput speed and thus, measures to
avoid storaging errors should be considered. There is potential to eliminate intermediate
storaging for some components, and this should be examined further. Keeping
throughput speeds high means low buffers, indicating the need for visual
transportation signals to not risk missing them.
The possibilities of increasing the utilization of forklifts by making them run
empty less time are recognized. This calls for multi-stopping rounds which may be
more or less in place with current systems. This means that the operators need
instructions for multi-stopping and it also means that forklift scheduling for multi-stopping
need to be in place.
Keeping internal transportations frequent will make a large contribution to the
achievement of low inventory levels. However, eliminating transportation steps may be
even more efficient. These may be transportations that take materials to an
intermediate storaging point, from where further transportation will take it further
down the flow. Doing in two steps what may be possible to perform in one step
may be at times necessary, but the potential of skipping such steps is noted, and is
deemed necessary in order to fulfill the throughput speed requirement.
Keeping throughput speed high implies transportations that carry lower volumes,
which in turn calls for more frequent internal transportations. This goes both internally
and externally, but the external transportations are beyond the scope of this thesis.
Visual needs were stated earlier, but other measures to avoid missing statements of
transportation needs may also be necessary, and it has already been stated that there is
need for a signal system to complement the kanban system. The consideration of
transportation volumes and frequencies will need to take place and should reflect the
needs of refilling in component stock.
The components that are used for assembly vary in size, meaning that one pallet
may contain around 30 components per pallet, whereas for some component one
pallet will fit thousands of components. The ones that contain few components
per pallet need more frequent handling and thus need to be focused for the most
efficient handling. Therefore, a classification of components to skip handling steps for large
components is a good approach to this problem.
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The maximum transportation lead time need to be stated, as it will have implications
on buffer sizes. Operators have mentioned that in many cases, elimination of
unnecessary handling has great potential, and handling instructions need to take this into
consideration, as easier handling may imply more frequent handling, leading to
increased throughput time. Certainly, continuous improvement efforts are important in
increasing throughput speed. Another issue is storing of small components. As one
pallet of these may have a very high cover time, they will take up more space in
component stock than would be optimal, at the expense of larger components
that may need it better. This should be considered, for instance through packaging
multiples work. This means that the company should work towards getting smaller
components with perhaps one pallet level at a time instead of four, which is the
case today.
The kanban system dimensions need to be established to suit the need for high
throughput speed. In order to facilitate efficient handling and quality in supply,
visible information on packages should be considered. Also there needs to be some
slack in scheduling to facilitate MSS capacity to deal with unforeseen needs. Safety stock
space need to be considered in order to find the right dimensions of safety stock.
5.3.2.2

Minimize batch size

The minimizing of batch sizes in assembly flow 2 will be achieved primarily
through automatic supply with one-piece flow. This is the optimal solution but it is
not applicable throughout in the assembly system, due to issues related to patents.
Therefore there needs to be some transportation between stations that is not
automatic and continuous. For these transportations, the minimizing of batch
sizes is in conflict with the requirement of minimizing MSS activities, as this
implies infrequent transportations in large batches. A compromise is thus to be
met. In minimizing batch sizes, size of transportation containers need to be considered
in order for them to match the size of batches. Buffer capacity at point-of-use is also an
issue affected by batch sizes. Accessibility is required in order to facilitate efficient
transportations which may support smaller batches. The consideration of batching
from a planning and control perspective, where the batches are considered with
relation to upstream and downstream flows is also preferable. Dimensioning
transport containers for a defined cover time may aid in facilitating effective batching.
Whatever batch size is decided, capacity to perform transportations will need to be
considered. Smaller batches naturally require more capacity. Also, establishing
when to send the container will affect the required buffers and batches of the
transportations.
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5.3.2.3

Maximize throughput speed

In assembly flow 3, the objective is simply getting the finished products from
assembly line to shipping as fast as it is practical. Buffer capacity after the packaging
operation implies the required frequency of transportations. Any intermediate
storaging between assembly line and shipping will decrease throughput speed and
thus should be kept at a minimum. Once again, visual transportation needs will
facilitate a higher frequency in transportation and reduce the time that the
products lie idle at any point. Forklift scheduling is necessary for this flow as well, as
the forklifts are the same as those in assembly flow 1, thus both assembly flow 1
and 3 need to be considered for scheduling. The maximum transportation lead time
need to be considered and based upon the buffer capacity after the finishing
operation. The company also needs to decide path for forklifts as they travel to
shipping. This has been up for discussion at the company and is related both to
where shipping should occur and if the forklifts should make more stops on the
way there. Capacity for transportation to shipment need to be considered for these
transportations as well and this is related to deciding which department has responsibility
for emptying buffers, i.e. if it should be the assembly department or the logistics
department. A packaging robot backup plan needs to be in place, as in case the robot
should by any reason fail, the system should still be able to manage the flow. The
frequency of transportations needs to be considered and for this flow as well, materials
scanning procedures and education of personnel in need of materials scanning.

5.4 Employee requirements
The employee stakeholder group is considered in this thesis to be the personnel
working within the MSS. Organizationally they belong to different functions,
where the logistics department is charged with bringing materials from goods
reception to the materials feeder, and from line to shipping. The materials feeder
brings materials from intermediate storaging to point-of-use, and is organized
under the assembly or machining system. While the management requirements are
those related to achieving the operational goals of the MSS, employee
requirements are those internal requirements that are not directly related to
operational goals, but are a necessary part of keeping the workplace adequately
safe, healthy and otherwise satisfying for the workforce. The issues discerned
related to the introduction of Product X were that as there will be a substantial
increase in number of pallets for the logistics function to handle, this has some
implications. There may be an increased number of high pallet lifts which may
place strain upon the neck of the operator, as he or she needs to look upward
while lifting. There are already some neck related injuries from long-term exposure
of the work today, so a requirement is to minimize the neck strain on forklift operators.
There will also be an increased amount of forklift traffic at the plant, which means
that there will be an increased risk of forklift accidents at the plant. A requirement
is thus to minimize the risk of traffic related accidents at the plant.
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5.4.1

Minimize neck strain on forklift operators

As the number of pallets to handle within the plant increases, so does the
potential of the forklift operators having to operate with high pallet lifts, forcing
them to lean their heads backwards, placing strain upon the neck. This needs to be
avoided in order to maintain a sustainable work place for the forklift operators.
However, certain forklifts may allow for high pallet lifts without placing strain on
the neck. Thus, the requirement is formulated as to avoid high pallet lifts without proper
forklifts.
In order to avoid making high pallet lifts without the proper forklifts, two things
may be done. Either the forklifts not suited for high pallet lifts are replaced with
those that are, or fewer pallets are placed in high pallet racks. The former may be
considerable to some extent, but not fully, as it is in conflict with the top-down
requirement to avoid investment costs. Thus, the solution will need to be a bit
more sophisticated. For assembly flow 1 and 3 the problem is related to pallet
placement. For assembly flow 2, no high pallet lifts will occur, so these will not
have to be considered.
For assembly flow 1, the issue of pallet racks is highly relevant. Achieving low
inventory levels increases the potential of placing pallets on the floor instead of in
pallet racks; therefore the component requirements stated under the double
throughput speed requirement are applicable for this requirement as well. Apart from
this, the question of whether space allows for pallets on floor or in racks need to be
investigated. This is also an issue where continuous improvement efforts may prove
fruitful. Handling instructions to ensure ergonomically correct handling will serve its
purpose. Suiting forklift equipment is mentioned above as existing in the plant and
this equipment should be deployed when possible. This implies a need to plan
forklift equipment to deploy it where it best serves its purpose.
For assembly flow 3, high pallet racks are not employed and therefore the
problem is somewhat different. Still, maximizing throughput speed will serve the same
purpose here, as it will minimize the need for high lifts. This will affect the means of
storaging and imply how storage space may be organized to best serve this
requirement. In this flow as well, planning forklift deployment to serve best functionality is
highly relevant.
5.4.2

Minimize risk of traffic related accidents

In achieving the operational requirements even after the introduction of Product
X, the increased forklift traffic within the plant is deemed unavoidable. Through
efficiency work, the increase in traffic will attempt to keep the traffic volumes
down, but they will nevertheless be greater. Thus, on a system-level, the company
needs to perform traffic safety work within the plant, in order to achieve the goal to
minimize the risk of traffic accidents within the plant. In assembly flow 1 and 3,
this is mainly focused on safety in vehicle traffic, whereas in assembly flow 2, it is
directed towards safety in the flows between work stations.
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5.4.2.1

Safety in vehicle traffic

For assembly flow 1, some safety aspects need to be considered in order to
facilitate safety in this complex flow, with many different components coming to
the assembly line. Safety risks with high pallet racks need to be considered and
accessibility to line is relevant from a safety perspective as well, as it will decrease the
risk of accidents. Forklift scheduling for multi-stopping will increase utilization of
forklifts and thus minimize the number of forklifts running empty within the
plant. This calls for instructions related to forklift multi-stopping. Volumes and frequencies
from a planning and control perspective will of course influence the amount of
forklift traffic. Visual transportation needs will also decrease the amount of forklifts
running empty in the plant and decrease the risk of expedited transportations in
the plant. Certainly, traffic rules need to be established, which facilitate a safe traffic
environment at the plant. There is also a need to follow instructions on forklift
maintenance, as the forklift may otherwise prove a potential safety hazard. Education
in safety attitudes may also be required, as there may be a potential of explaining to
personnel how safety hazards can be avoided and promote safety without placing
an excessive amount of rules. Use of walking lanes separated from vehicle traffic may be
an important safety measure, as in the plant today, these only exist at some places,
and there may be potential of enhancing their utilization. Mirrors at crossings are an
effective way of minimizing accident risk at crossings. Finally, the consideration of
the risk of accidents in general needs to be emphasized throughout the system
design.
As for assembly flow 3, most aspects are common with assembly flow 1, but the
fact remains that assembly flow 3 is much less complex than assembly flow 1.
Therefore, aspects such as risks associated with high pallet racks and the aspects
of accessibility to line do not need to be considered in assembly flow 3. Other
than that, the same issues would apply for this flow as well.
5.4.2.2

Safety in flow between work stations

The flows between work stations in assembly flow 2 does not have the same
traffic issues as in the other flows, but there are other aspects of safety involved.
Accident risks in general need to be considered and dealt with. Easy lifting of
components has a safety and health aspect that goes beyond those of pure
ergonomics. The automatic conveyor may be a potential safety hazard, unless
handling standards for conveyor are in place. Automatic supply has a safety aspect in that
it facilitates safety by performing activities that might have been potentially
hazardous for humans, but it may also contribute to accident risks if not handled
properly. Accessibility is an important safety aspect, as lack of it may cause accidents
to occur. Handling of faulty components will also need to be considered, since these
components in themselves may be dangerous somehow, and if handling of them
is not structured, it may be the cause of accident risks.
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5.5 Owner requirements
The respondents in the study have not placed any weight on strategic implications
upon the internal MSS. It seems that the logic behind suggested solutions to
various problems is not based on strategic consideration, but rather operational
aspects relating to efficiency and cost. The company has a formulated philosophy
described which is supposed to guide operations in direction towards improved
operations. This philosophy is based on the lean production concept and traces
from it appear at various places throughout the plant. But for the design of the
Product X production system, the solutions discussed seem to be based to a larger
extent on practical implications, rather than strategic objectives. The logistics
manager also expressed a lack of such strategic guidance for the design of new
systems. He stated that he would like to receive guidance as to what direction the
company wants to take in the future, considering for instance what performance
objectives are the most important. However, the corporate philosophy is
supposed to be corporate-wide and to serve as guidance for operations
throughout the company. Thus, the requirement on the MSS is to follow the corporate
philosophy.
Another channel of expressing owner requirements is through the project that is
currently being undertaken by the company. The project studied in this case is a
PRP, meaning that the project is directed towards introducing a new product and
a production system to produce it. This means that the focus of the project is
ultimately on the product to be realized. Other aspects are merely secondary. Any
requirements that are specifically aimed at the MSS have not been discerned. That
is not to say that there are no project requirements on the MSS, but there are no
specific requirements that set any direction as to the design of the MSS. But
certainly, the project is concerned with ensuring that the product may be delivered
to its customers, therefore a requirement that is valid for the MSS is that it should
minimize the risk of delivery failure, as in failing at some point to meet the demands
that are set in order for the product to be delivered on time to the customer.
Another aspect that is considered in this PRP is the future inclusion of product variants.
This is not dealt with to any large extent in current system design discussions, but
it is a possibility that is considered within the project parameters and thus it is
something that the production system is expected to be able to deliver. The
possibility of including product variants is also part of the requirements placed on
the assembly equipment.
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5.5.1

Follow the corporate philosophy

The corporate philosophy, as it is closely inspired by the lean production
philosophy, concerns many different aspects that are related rather to production
and assembly than to materials supply. But the lean production concept is also
highly directed towards materials supply activities, with frequent small-batch
transportations, minimizing storage etc. Many of these aspects are important parts
of the MSS solutions that are considered for the design of the MSS for Product X,
but they are rather the result of an emergent sense of what is necessary in order to
minimize risk and cost, than of strategic guidance. There are however other
aspects of the corporate philosophy that need to be examined, which are not
always that obvious. The requirement on the MSS is for it to consider corporate
philosophy implications on the MSS.
Strategic implications are sometimes difficult to consider on flow and component
levels, as the other requirements, especially when they are not of today included in
the daily operations of the MSS. So far, they may remain on the strategic level as
objectives to strive for implementing in all flows, for all components, which
makes it not meaningful to place them in the structure. Therefore, on the sub
system level are formulated two main areas of focus for the MSS which are then
broken down into components. The two sub system requirements are based on
the ambitions of the corporate philosophy and stated as waste elimination and
committed work force.
5.5.1.1

Waste elimination

The corporate philosophy discusses waste from a broader perspective than that of
the traditional lean philosophy, as it includes environmental aspects in the
consideration of waste, i.e. wasting natural resources. It also considers the
traditional waste concept as in activities that do not contribute to the value of the
company‟s products. From an environmental perspective, environmental aspects on
packaging should be considered, as well as handling standards for packaging in order to
treat them in the best way possible for the environment. To follow the instructions on
forklift maintenance may increase the life-length of the forklifts, leading to less waste
of natural resources. The environmental wastes are often not easily separated from
the operational waste, but when it comes to operational waste, cell teams working
with continuous improvement efforts connected to key performance indicators are something
that should be considered for the MSS. Cell teams, i.e. improvement groups,
continuous improvements and key performance indicators may be utilized for
minimizing both operational and environmental waste.
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5.5.1.2

Committed work force

The lean philosophy has a clear view on how to create a work force that is
committed to its work and works towards the company‟s goals. These are also
found to a large extent in the case company‟s view on creating a committed work
force. Important aspects to consider for the MSS is that there should be a service
attitude with the personnel, as the internal MSS provides a service to the value-adding
activities, not being value-adding itself. Cell teams are an important aspect and visual
needs as well, as it is considered important that the work force can see the need for
their efforts. Go and see reflects a leadership ambition, where the leaders and
managers are able to understand the problems of the operations by seeing it for
themselves. Continuous improvement efforts relying on operator involvement is
considered to be an effective way of creating commitment with the work force as
well as understanding the corporate philosophy, as it may make the personnel more aware
of where the company is headed. Establishing requirements on leadership and
creating opportunities for personal development for the staff are also considered
important aspects of creating committed employees.
5.5.2

Minimize risk of delivery failure

This project requirement is quite similar to the ones stated by the assembly system
and machining system. Just as the MSS should prevent them from not being able
to perform their operations, the MSS should focus on keeping delivery times, not to risk
starving the shipping section and causing late deliveries to the customer. The way
by which the MSS should achieve this is for it to aim at keeping its obligations to
other parts of the factory, i.e. on a flow level, the flow level requirements stated
for both the assembly system and for the machining system are also stated here,
and thus with the same component requirements. So the flow level requirements
are to keep the machining system supplied, clear the machining system of processed components,
keep the assembly line supplied, achieve a smooth flow between work stations and clear assembly
line of finished products.
5.5.3

Future inclusion of product variants

The inclusion of future variants in the assembly system being designed is
troublesome. There has been extensive discussion at the company regarding how
to solve the space requirements for just a single variant. The components that are
to come in variants are also among the large and heavy components, meaning that
product variants will pose severe demands on the assembly system, the MSS and
the machining system. This since one of the components that will be customerspecific is the one that is to be processed in-house. On a system-level, this calls for
flexibility and scalability in system design, meaning that variants place requirements on
the system being flexible, but also being able to handle greater amounts of articles,
as components for each variant will take up extra space. On a flow level, the
machining flows will need to consider variants in incoming material and variance in
processed components and the assembly system will need to consider variants in
components both in assembly flow 1 and assembly flow 2. Variants in finished products
will need to be considered by assembly flow 3.
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Basically the same requirements will need to be placed on each flow. One critical
point is that of storage space. There will be demands for more storage space for
variants and space is a critical resource as it is, indicating that this needs extensive
consideration. The logistics manager has opened up to the fact that there may be a
possibility of building new storage facilities, although this is obviously not a
preferred alternative. Component stocks etc. are also space-critical, and will need
extensive looking into, should product variants be introduced. The choice of
dedicated or non-dedicated storage may also be affected by the inclusion of product
variants. What works without variants may not work with them, and this needs to
be considered in making this choice. There may also be an increased risk of part
confusion if variants are introduced, a risk that needs to be dealt with. Batching with
new variants and transportation frequencies with new variants may also need alteration, as
this change calls for assembly changeovers that will affect the flow of components
to the line. All these requirements except the choice of dedicated or non-dedicated
storage positions go for all flows, but the choice of dedicated or non-dedicated
storage is not relevant for assembly flow 2.

5.6 Concluding remarks
It seems from the case study that the organizational structure allows for the
consideration of different stakeholders according to the view considered by this
thesis in chapter 4. It also seems that a hierarchy of requirements could be found.
Stakeholders have been identified and requirements and requirement aspects to
consider have also been identified. In the following chapter, these findings will be
analyzed and a general view of the MSS stakeholders will be considered, as well as
a structure for the requirements on the MSS.
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6 Case analysis
The case study has shown that the consideration of different stakeholders to the
MSS internally may be considered in accordance with the stakeholder model
discussed in chapter 4.1. The case study has also provided a hierarchic breakdown
of requirements as was considered in chapter 4.2. This chapter will provide an
analysis of what the case study has shown, bringing some structure to the result
and suggesting first a general view of MSS stakeholders and then suggesting a
structure for the requirements on the MSS.

6.1 Stakeholders
The view of stakeholders that has been considered so far is deemed applicable,
although the terminology brings about a certain amount of reasoning that may at
times be less than straight-forward. This thesis has not viewed all stakeholder
groups as they are deemed irrelevant or beyond the scope of this thesis. Further,
some of the stakeholder groups might be defined more clearly to suit the nature of
the MSS. It has been found that the MSS stakeholders may be sorted into three
groups: operational, internal and contextual stakeholders.
The operational stakeholders are seen as those operational functions that interface
the MSS. The reason for the consideration of such operational stakeholders is
their natural interest in the MSS providing them with the materials needed for the
functions to perform their organizational objectives. Thus, they may be seen as
the customers of the MSS. However, as materials pass through the operations,
they are also suppliers to the MSS. When viewing the internal MSS, the external
supplier is seen as the supplier of the MSS, initiating the flow of materials from
the goods reception to the first customer of the MSS, i.e. the first point-of-use. As
the first operation has been completed, the MSS is again supplied by the operation
and is now charged with getting the provided materials to the next point-of-use,
until finally the MSS is charged with bringing the finished product to shipment,
where it is shipped to the final customer. Thus, the generic flow between pointsof-use that interface the MSS may be seen as the operational stakeholders of the
MSS. The concept is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. The generic flow between points-of-use that interface the MSS.
By internal stakeholders in this thesis is meant the internal stakeholders of the
MSS. In this thesis, two types of internal stakeholders will be considered and they
are called the top-down internal and bottom-up internal stakeholders. Top-down
stakeholders are in effect MSS management. However, the use of the term topdown is preferred in this thesis since it indicates that it may be more or less clear
what the MSS management is in the reality of the organization. Top-down is seen
as a better way of indicating the origin of the requirements. In the case
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description, however, these are the ‟management requirements‟. Their aim is the
managing of the MSS activities, keeping them running in a proper manner
according to the goals that have been set for the MSS. Bottom-up indicates floor
staff requirements. This is what in the case description was denoted as „employee
requirements‟. The term „bottom-up‟ is deemed superior for the same reasons
motivating the term „top-down‟. Using „bottom-up‟ will also emphasize the
connection between the top-down stakeholders and the bottom-up stakeholders.
The bottom-up requirements are not directly related to the effectiveness and
efficiency of MSS operations, but rather they are requirements adhering to
personnel interests, such as ergonomics, safety, personal development and other
aspects that are required in order to facilitate a workplace that is acceptable for the
personnel working in the system.
The contextual stakeholders are in effect the non-operational stakeholders of the
MSS, and in this case, it is in effect the same as the „owner requirements‟. What
this is exactly may vary from organization to organization due to different
organizational structures, such as those considered by Slack and Lewis (2008).
However, in the thesis case, two types of contextual stakeholders were identified,
strategic management and project management. Using this terminology instead of
„owner requirements‟ is seen as less ambiguous, as the owners may in practice be
too far away from the operations to be seen as having any substantial interest in a
specific MSS. Strategic management considers the implications of the strategic
ambitions of the organization. These strategic implications may be discerned from
the operations strategy of the organization, which in itself is to be a reflection of
the business strategy and corporate strategy (Slack and Lewis, 2008), which
originate ultimately from the owners of the company. Project management
adheres to the project-specific implications, such as forecast volumes, required
delivery times, etc. The difference between the strategic and project requirements
is that the project requirements are project-specific and thus may not hold for the
rest of the organization‟s operations, whereas strategic requirements are
organization-wide, reflecting the overall ambitions of the organization. Given this
logic, figure 7 shows the relevant MSS stakeholders to consider.

Figure 7. A schematic view of the stakeholders that are considered in this thesis.
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6.2 Requirements structure
Chapter 4.2 stated the ambition to integrate the works of Hull et al. (2005),
Johansson (2006) and Finnsgård (2009) into a structure for MSS
requirements which can facilitate the specification of MSS requirements.
While chapter 5 provided a hierarchic breakdown of requirements into the
hierarchic levels and ultimately MSS components discussed by Johansson
(2006), a categorization of requirements is suggested by Finnsgård (2009). A
categorization of requirements will aid in the consideration of many
different aspects of requirements. Therefore a structure for requirements,
which is to aid the specification of requirements, should contain such a
categorization. In effect, Finnsgård (2009) regards three components in his
requirements specification, MSS, context and assembly system. In this thesis,
components need to be considered on different hierarchic levels. On the
stakeholder level, the components may be seen as the various stakeholders
themselves. On the system level, there is but one component – the MSS. On
the sub system level, the flows considered in figure 5 may be seen as the
components, and on the component level, the actual MSS components
suggested by Johansson (2006) may be considered. Through this logic, a
four-level requirements specification matrix may be constructed, as shown
in figure 8.
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Figure 8. A four-level requirements specification matrix
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While figure 8 shows a matrix of the requirements stated on the various levels, it
does not facilitate another important aspect of requirements – traceability. Stated
requirements need to be traceable to its various levels. By arranging the
requirements hierarchically in a tree diagram, as illustrated in figure 9, such
traceability can be achieved. The suggested structure thus consists of two parts: a
requirements matrix where requirements may be stated with the aid of
components and categories and a tree diagram where requirements may be traced
to its various levels.

Figure 9. Tree diagram for tracing requirements through hierarchic levels
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7 Requirement specification for the MSS
Chapter 7 will show the MSS requirements that have been engineered for the
Product X PRP. It will show the requirements matrix for each level and for each
flow. It will also show the tree diagrams for each stakeholder requirement.
Ultimately, chapter 7 makes up the full requirements specification suggested for
the case company.
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Minimize risk of stopping assembly line
Assembly operators should not leave line

Ergonomically presented materials

Value-adding
Non-value-adding
Space

Ergonomics
Planning and control

Health and safety law and regulations

Flexibility
Packaging
Quality
Physical handling and transportation
Process support
Management leadership and employee co-determination

Assembly system

Stakeholder
Minimize risk of halting machining

Machining system

Avoid investment cost

Cost-efficient materials feeding

Top-down

Minimize risk of traffic related
accidents

Minimize neck strain on forklift
operators

Bottom-up

Follow the corporate philosophy

Strategic Management

Future inclusion of product variants

Minimize risk of causing delivery
failure

Project Management
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Table 3. Requirement specification for the stakeholder level
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Management leadership and employee co-determination
Health and safety law and regulations

Ergonomics
Planning and control
Flexibility
Packaging
Quality
Physical handling and transportation
Process support

Non-value-adding
Space

Value-adding

System-level

Consider corporate philosophy implications on
MSS
Traffic safety work

Flexibility and scalability in system design

Materials flow to and from assembly, Materials
flow to and from machining system, Focus on
keeping delivery times
MSS performs non-value-adding activities,
Materials feeding relying on little human
involvement
Minimize inventory levels
Minimize assembly operators handling of heavy
units, Avoid high pallet lifts without proper
forklifts

Materials supply system
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Table 4. Requirement specification for the system level
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Health and safety law and regulations

Ergonomics
Planning and control
Flexibility
Packaging
Quality
Physical handling and transportation
Process support
Management leadership and employee co-determination
Variants in substance

Keep system supplied

Value-adding

Non-value-adding
Space

Machining Flow 1

Sub system-level

Variants in components

Clear system of machined
components

Machining Flow 2

Safety in vehicle traffic

Variants in components

Keep line supplied
MSS performs supporting activities,
Materials feeder to serve the assembly
stations
Double throughput speed
Materials presented according to size
and weight, Pallet placement

Assembly Flow 1

Variants in finished products

Safety in vehicle traffic

Safety in flow between
workstations

No assembly operator involvement
Maximize throughput speed
No assembly operator involvement,
Pallet placement

Minimize MSS activities,
Minimize MSS activities
Minimize batch size
Materials presented to facilitate
easy handling
Variants in components

Clear line of finished products

Assembly Flow 3

Smooth flow between stations

Assembly Flow 2
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Table 5. Requirement specification for the sub system level
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Management leadership and employee codetermination
Health and safety law and regulations

Process support

Physical handling and transportation

Packaging
Quality

Flexibility

Ergonomics
Planning and control

Value-adding
Non-value-adding
Space

MF1. Goods reception to machining

Transportation from
feeding stock to
machine
Visual feeding needs

Right thing fed to the
right place

Materials feeding

Accessibility to
machine

Transportation

Measures to avoid storaging
errors

Visual transportation
needs

Avoid missing
statement of
transportation need

Supplier implications on safety Batching with new
stock, Dedicated or non
variants
dedicated storage if variants are
introduced
Signal system to
complement kanban
system

Size of feeding stock, Storage
space for variants

Storage

Risk of part
confusion with new
variants

Handling

Packaging

Educating personnel in need of
correct scanning

Kanban system dimensions,
Transportation frequencies
with new variants

Correct inventory levels

MSS capacity to deal with
unforeseen needs

Planning and control
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Table 6. Requirement specification for machining flow 1
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Management leadership and employee codetermination
Health and safety law and regulations

Visual
transportation
needs

Batching with new
variants

Transportation

Process support

Dedicated or non
dedicated storage if
variants are introduced

Storing capacity, Storage
space for variants

Storage

Capacity for
transportation
from system

Materials feeding

Physical handling and transportation

Flexibility
Packaging
Quality

Ergonomics
Planning and control

Value-adding
Non-value-adding
Space

MF2. Flow from machining

Risk of part
confusion with new
variants

Handling

Packaging

Transport frequency,
Transportation
frequencies with new
variants

Planning and control
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Table 7. Requirement specification for machining flow 2
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Lifting equipment
Feeding principles

Ergonomics
Planning and control

Transportation

Handling

Right thing fed to the right place Measures to avoid storaging errors Avoid missing statement of transportation
need

Transportation from component
stock to line

Materials presentation, Visual
feeding needs, Automatic lighting
signal to materials feeder

Continuous improvement efforts

Quality

Physical handling and transportation

Process support

Management leadership and employee codetermination
Health and safety law and regulations

Handling instructions

Eliminate unnecessary handling

Risk of part confusion with new
variants

Packaging suited for handling
equipment, Ease of scanning
materials

Continuous improvement efforts, Education in Continuous improvement efforts
safety attitudes
Safety risks with high pallet racks Traffic rules, Use of walking lanes separated
from vehicle traffic, Mirrors at crossings, Risk
of accident

Visual transportation needs, Follow
instructions on forklift maintenance,
Instructions related to forklift multi-stopping

Eliminate intermediate storaging Eliminate transportation steps, Frequent
internal transportation

Decide package sizes

Signal system to complement kanban system Flexibility in handling equipment

Size of component storage, Storage Accessibility to line
space for variants
Pallets on floor or in racks
Suiting forklift equipment
Supplier implications on safety Volumes and frequencies, Forklift scheduling
stock, Dedicated or non-dedicated for multi-stopping, Maximum transportation
stock position, Use of consignment lead time, Classification of components to skip
storage, Dedicated or non
handling steps for large components, Batching
dedicated storage if variants are with new variants
introduced

Storage

Packaging

Flexibility

Buffer space at line

Materials feeding

Value-adding
Non-value-adding
Space

AF1. Goods reception to line

MSS capacity to deal with
unforeseen needs
Visible information on packages

Plan forklift equipment

Safety stock space

Planning and control

Educating personnel in need of
correct scanning

Kanban system dimensions,
Transportation frequencies with
new variants
Materials scanning standards

Packaging protects content, Standards Correct inventory levels
for handling packaging

Environmental aspects on packaging,
Return or disposable packaging, Flow
aspects on packaging

Packaging standards

Weight of one package
Decide packaging multiples

Storing of small components

Packaging
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Table 8. Requirement specification for assembly flow 1
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Process support
Management leadership and employee co-determination
Health and safety law and regulations

Physical handling and transportation

Ergonomics
Planning and control
Flexibility
Packaging
Quality

Value-adding
Non-value-adding
Space

AF2. Internal flows in line

Materials presentation

Easy lifting

Buffer capacity at point-of-use

Materials feeding

Fragile components

Safety stock

Size of transportation containers,
Storage space for variants

Storage

Accident risk

Automatic supply, Transport
containers for defined cover time,
Capacity to perform transportations

Batching, Batching with new variants

Accessibility

Transportation

Handling standards for conveyor

Risk of part confusion with new
variants

Handling of faulty components

Placing component in containers,
Depth of containers

Handling

Packaging

Visual signals

When to send container,
Transportation frequencies
with new variants

Planning and control
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Table 9. Requirement specification for assembly flow 2
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AF3. Flow from line to shipping

Visual transportation needs

Process support

Health and safety law and regulations

Management leadership and employee co-determination

Transportation

Handling

Follow instructions on forklift
maintenance, Instructions related to
forklift multi-stopping
Education in safety attitudes, Decide
which department has responsibility for
emptying buffers
Traffic rules, Use of walking lanes
separated from vehicle traffic, Mirrors
at crossings, Risk of accident

Decide path for forklifts, Capacity for
transportation to shipment

Risk of part confusion with new
variants

Buffer capacity, Storage space for
variants
Means of storaging
Dedicated or non dedicated
Forklift scheduling for multi-stopping, Plan forklift deployment to serve
storage if variants are introduced Calculate maximum transportation lead best functionality
time to suit kanban system, Batching
with new variants

Storage

Intermediate storaging

Materials feeding

Physical handling and transportation

Flexibility
Packaging
Quality

Ergonomics
Planning and control

Value-adding
Non-value-adding
Space

Robot backup plan

Packaging

Education of personnel in materials
scanning procedures

Materials scanning procedures

Transport frequency, Transportation
frequencies with new variants

Planning and control
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Table 10. Requirement specification for assembly flow 3
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Stakeholder level

Minimize risk of stopping assembly line

Materials flow to and from assembly

System level

AF3: Clear line of finished products

AF2: Smooth flow between stations

AF1: Keep line supplied

Subsystem level

Buffer capacity
Visual transportation needs
Capacity for transportation to shipment
Robot backup plan
Transport frequency

Buffer capacity at point-of-use
Size of transportation containers
Safety stock
Accessibility
Capacity to perform transportation.
When to send container
Visual signals

Signal system to complement kanban system
Automatic lighting signal to materials feeder
Transportation from component stock to line
Visual feeding needs
Size of component storage
Supplier implications on safety stock
Measures to avoid storaging errors
Right thing fed to the right place
Accessibility to line
Avoid missing statement of transportation need
Visual transportation needs
Correct inventory levels
MSS capacity to deal with unforeseen needs
Kanban system dimensions
Educating personnel in need of correct scanning

Component level

Requirements specification for the MSS

Table 11. Tree diagram for stakeholder requirement „minimize risk of stopping assembly line‟
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Stakeholder level

Assembly operator should not leave line

MSS performs non-value-adding activities

System level

AF3: No assembly operator involvement

AF2: Minimize MSS activities

AF1: MSS performs supporting activities

Subsystem level

Clear line of finished products

Buffer capacity at point-of-use
Easy lifting
Size of transportation containers
Safety stock
Fragile components
Automatic supply
Transport containers for defined cover time
Accident risk
Batching
When to send container
Visual signals
Capacity to perform transportation.
Consider handling of faulty components
Consider handling standards of conveyor

Accessibility to line
Suiting forklift equipment
MSS capacity to deal with unforeseen needs
Right thing on right place
Buffer space at line
Lifting equipment
Continuous improvement efforts
Feeding principles
Materials presentation
Traffic rules
Weight of one package

Component level

Requirements specification for the MSS

Table 12. Tree diagram for stakeholder requirement ‟assembly operator should not leave line‟
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Stakeholder level

Ergonomically presented materials

Minimize assembly operators handling of heavy units

System level

AF3: No assembly operator involvement

AF2: Materials presented to facilitate easy handling

AF1: Materials presented according to size and weight

Subsystem level

Clear line of finished products

Easy lifting
Materials presentation
Size of transportation containers
Automatic supply
Depth of containers

Lifting equipment
Buffer space at line
Decide package sizes
Materials presentation
Transportation from component stock to line
Flexibility in handling equipment
Packaging suited for handling equipment
Weight of one package

Component level

Requirements specification for the MSS

Table 13. Tree diagram for stakeholder requirement „ergonomically presented materials‟
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Stakeholder level

Minimize risk of halting machining

Materials flow to and from machining system

System level

MF2: Clear system of machined components

MF1: Keep system supplied

Subsystem level

Storing capacity
Visual transportation needs
Capacity for transportation from system
Transport frequency

Signal system to complement kanban system
Transportation from feeding stock to machine
Visual feeding needs
Size of feeding stock
Supplier implications on safety stock
Measures to avoid storaging errors
Right thing fed to the right place
Accessibility to machine
Avoid missing statement of transportation need
Visual transportation needs
Correct inventory levels
MSS capacity to deal with unforeseen needs
Kanban system dimensions
Educating personnel in need of correct scanning

Component level

Requirements specification for the MSS

Table 14. Tree diagram for stakeholder requirement „minimize risk of halting machining‟
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Stakeholder level

Cost-efficient materials feeding

Materials feeding relying on little human involvement

System level

AF3: Not applicable

AF2: Minimize MSS activities

AF1: Materials feeder to serve the assembly stations

Subsystem level

Buffer capacity at point-of-use
Easy lifting
Size of transportation containers
Safety stock
Fragile components
Automatic supply
Transport containers for defined cover time
Accident risk
Batching
When to send container
Visual signals
Capacity to perform transportation.
Consider handling of faulty components
Consider handling standards of conveyor

Buffer space at line
Right thing fed to the right place
Transportation from component stock to line
Visual needs
Automatic lighting signal to materials feeder
Measures to avoid storaging errors
Continuous improvement efforts
MSS capacity to deal with unforeseen needs
Packaging standards
Packaging protects content
Return or disposable packaging
Flow aspects on packaging

Component level

Requirements specification for the MSS

Table 15. Tree diagram for stakeholder requirement „cost efficient materials feeding‟
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Stakeholder level

Avoid investment cost

Minimize inventory levels

System level

AF3: Maximize throughput speed

AF2: Minimize batch size

AF1: Double throughput speed

Subsystem level

Buffer capacity
Intermediate storaging
Visual transportation needs
Forklift scheduling
Calculate maximum transportation lead time to suit kanban system
Decide path for forklifts
Capacity for transportation to shipment
Decide which department has responsibility for emptying buffers
Robot backup plan
Transport frequency
Materials scanning procedures
Education of personnel in materials scanning procedures

Size of transportation containers
Buffer capacity at point-of-use
Accessibility
Batching
Automatic supply
Transport containers for defined cover time
Capacity to perform transportation.
When to send container

Materials scanning standards
Size of component storage
Supplier implications on safety stock
Dedicated or non-dedicated stock position
Use of consignment storage
Measures to avoid storaging errors
Eliminate intermediate storaging
Visual transportation needs
Instructions for multi-stopping
Eliminate transportation steps
Frequent internal transportation
Avoid missing statement of transportation need
Signal system to complement kanban system
Volumes and frequencies
Classification of components to skip handling steps for large components
Maximum transportation lead time
Forklift scheduling for multi-stopping
Ease of scanning materials
Eliminate unnecessary handling
Handling instructions
Continuous improvement efforts
Storing of small components
Decide packaging multiples
Educating personnel in need of correct scanning
Materials scanning standards
Kanban system dimensions
Correct inventory levels
Visible information on packages
MSS capacity to deal with unforeseen needs
Safety stock space

Component level

Requirements specification for the MSS

Table 16. Tree diagram for stakeholder requirement „avoid investment cost‟
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Stakeholder level

Minimize neck strain on forklift operators

Avoid high pallet lifts without proper forklifts

System level

AF3: Pallet placement

AF2: Not applicable

AF1: Pallet placement

Subsystem level

Maximize throughput speed
Means of storaging
Plan forklift deployment to serve best functionality

Double throughput speed
Pallets on floor or in racks
Continuous improvement efforts
Handling instructions
Suiting forklift equipment
Plan forklift equipment

Component level

Requirements specification for the MSS

Table 17. Tree diagram for stakeholder requirement „minimize neck strain on forklift operators‟
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Stakeholder level

Minimize risk of traffic related accidents

Traffic safety work

System level

AF3: Safety in vehicle traffic

AF2: Safety in flow between workstations

AF1: Safety in vehicle traffic

Subsystem level

Visual transportation needs
Follow instructions on forklift maintenance
Instructions related to forklift multi-stopping
Education in safety attitudes
Traffic rules
Use of walking lanes separated from vehicle traffic
Mirrors at crossings
Risk of accident
Transport frequency

Easy lifting
Accident risk
Handling standards for conveyor
Automatic supply
Accessibility
Handling of faulty components

Safety risks with high pallet racks
Accessibility to line
Forklift scheduling for multi-stopping
Volumes and frequencies
Instructions related to forklift multi-stopping
Visual transportation needs
Traffic rules
Follow instructions on forklift maintenance
Education in safety attitudes
Use of walking lanes separated from vehicle traffic
Mirrors at crossings
Risk of accident

Component level

Requirements specification for the MSS

Table 18.Tree diagram for stakeholder requirement „minimize risk of traffic related accidents‟
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Stakeholder level

Follow the corporate philosophy

Consider corporate philosophy implications on MSS

System level

Committed work force

Waste elimination

Subsystem level

Service attitudes on personnel
Cell teams
Visual needs
Go and see
Continuous improvement efforts
Understand corporate philosophy
Leadership
Personal development

Environmental aspects on packaging
Standards for handling packaging
Continuous improvement efforts
Cell teams
Follow instructions on forklift maintenance
Key performance indicators

Component level

Requirements specification for the MSS

Table 19. Tree diagram for stakeholder requirement „follow the corporate philosophy‟
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Stakeholder level

Minimize risk of causing delivery failure

Focus on keeping delivery times

System level

MF1: Keep system supplied
MF2: Clear system of machined components
F1: Keep line supplied
F2: Smooth flow between stations
F3: Clear line of finished products

Subsystem level
Component level

Requirements specification for the MSS

Table 20. Tree diagram for stakeholder requirement „minimize risk of causing delivery failure‟
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Stakeholder level

Future inclusion of product variants

Flexibility and scalability in system design

System level

AF3: Variants in finished products

AF2: Variants in components

AF1: Variants in components

MF2: Variants in components

MF1: Variants in substance

Subsystem level

Storage space for variants
Dedicated or non dedicated storage if variants are introduced
Risk of part confusion with new variants
Transportation frequencies with new variants
Batching with new variants

Storage space for variants
Risk of part confusion with new variants
Transportation frequencies with new variants
Batching with new variants

Storage space for variants
Dedicated or non dedicated storage if variants are introduced
Risk of part confusion with new variants
Transportation frequencies with new variants
Batching with new variants

Storage space for variants
Dedicated or non dedicated storage if variants are introduced
Risk of part confusion with new variants
Transportation frequencies with new variants
Batching with new variants

Storage space for variants
Dedicated or non dedicated storage if variants are introduced
Risk of part confusion with new variants
Transportation frequencies with new variants
Batching with new variants

Component level

Requirements specification for the MSS

Table 21.Tree diagram for stakeholder requirement „future inclusion of product variants‟
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8 Discussion and conclusions
This section will start with a methodological discussion around how the thesis
study was performed, regarding both literature review and case study. This will be
followed by a discussion on the results suggested in the thesis and finally, some
important conclusions and suggestions for further development and future
research will be suggested.

8.1 Methodology discussion
Following discussion will regard the choice of methodology and the
methodology‟s strengths and weaknesses according to the purpose and question
formulations of the thesis.
As stated in 3.1 there are little literature to be found regarding requirements
specification for the MSS. This thesis literature study has concerned production
system development, PRPs, and stakeholder theory. However the main academic
focuses have been CE, requirements specification and MSS design. The case
company has during this thesis been involved in a PRP regarding a production
system design, designed concurrent with the product and the MSS. The thesis aim
has been to suggest a structure of stated requirements on this MSS and identify its
stakeholders. Hence, it can be found quite logical to consider the presented
theoretical part as appropriate since the theoretical framework matches the
situation at the case company.
According to Williamson (2002) a case study may be considered as an appropriate
approach when to develop and test developed theory. The resulting requirement
structure was developed through combinations of different theoretical parts,
including MSS design, CE and requirements engineering. The theory developed
during the literature review was tested in terms of Williamson (2002) on the case
company and the structure was found helping and supporting during the case
study, as well as the development of suggesting content of the structure. However,
one may argue that the use of one single case company may be insufficient to
prove the developed theory to be adequate. These implications argue for a more
quantitative method, where several companies should be considered to be
involved in the case study. However, using only one case company has offered a
more qualitative approach with profundity with the opportunity to gather
information from several employees in the same company.
The interviews with the personnel have been the main method for data gathering.
These interviews have been unstructured and often accompanied with one or
more additional employee in order to establish discussions in smaller focus
groups. Focus groups aim to gather more and deeper information than traditional
interviews and are therefore a suiting approach for a qualitative research.
However, the fact that the logistics manager has accompanied several interviews
as stated in chapter 2 might have influenced the interviewees regarding the
information they have shared.
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The interviews were found fruitful with the purpose of suggesting content for the
developed requirement structure since requirements were stated by the
interviewees in different positions and with various work tasks in the company.
The selection of interviewees was made by a snowball selection described in 3.2.
One may argue that this kind of selection might result in biased information since
the first employee suggests further personnel to be interviewed according to
requested subject. However, all personnel was selected and interviewed in order to
cover the different divisions of the company that are affected by the MSS as well
as different work positions. The conflict however, might remain, even though all
interviewees was requested for a purpose the selection was made by employees in
the company and might be considered to be biased.
Two employees have been the main sources of data and information, the logistics
manager and the manager of production engineering. Hence, one might argue that
the information gathered can be considered biased and insufficient. Even though
the thesis is based on qualitative research it can be regarded as poor to acquire
most of the data from mainly two individuals. However, the manager of
production engineering can be considered to be a vital source of data since he is
responsible of the assembly line which is considered as an important stakeholder
to the MSS. Therefore the requirements stated and the information offered by the
manager of production engineering can be considered crucial to this thesis. The
individual responsible to the requirements stated by the assembly system
stakeholder is the logistic manager. Given this perspective the logistics manager
should be regarded as an important source of information as a respondent to the
requirements stated on the MSS.
According to Denscombe (2009) the validity refers to the precision and accuracy
of the gathered information. The acquired data and information can therefore be
considered enhance the validity since eight employees have been interviewed, in
various positions at the case company and with different work tasks. The
information gathered has not been in contradiction to each other and might
therefore be considered as valid. Additionally, the interviewees have been of
appropriate authority; regarding assembly line requirements, the manager of
production engineering has been approached, regarding logistic solutions, the
logistics manager has been interviewed and regarding operator issues, different
operators have been addressed with questions. However, one might argue the
issue regarding only one studied case company, the validity of the research would
for certain improve if several companies would have been studied.
The reliability of a research lies within how credible the research method has been
and whether the interpretation and analysis of the information is accurate
(Ejvegård, 1993, Holme and Solvang, 1997). The theoretical framework is well
recognized and accepted and the different academic focuses may consider being in
line with the purpose of the thesis. Hence, the research method regarding the
resulting structure of requirements may be considered enhancing the reliability.
However, the resulting structure one might argue is not valid found since the use
of only one case company might be considered poor and insufficient.
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8.2 Results discussion
The purpose of this thesis was stated as to contribute to the knowledge of how to structure

the requirements of the materials supply system in order to effectively and efficiently integrate its
design into a product realization project. The broad objective of overcoming those
distinctive features that lead to logistics aspects being postponed and dealt with
late in PRPs is thus to be addressed to some extent. The consideration of MSS
requirements was thus lifted, as it was indicated by several authors that
requirements are to be a fundamental input into the early design stages. Since this
is not common practice within MSS design, some sort of tool to aid this
consideration has received interest. However, requirements will not simply emerge
out of thin air. They need to be established through careful consideration of those
who actually have requirements on the system, thus the need to consider the MSS
stakeholders. It was considered by the authors that the analysis of MSS
stakeholders is not directly involved in the requirements specification process, but
rather an essential input into the process. Considering these aspects, the thesis
objectives were established through two thesis questions (TQs).
TQ1: “How can requirements on a materials supply system be structured?”
TQ2: “Which are the important stakeholders to consider during a materials supply system
design?”
8.2.1

Thesis question 1

The suggested structure for the MSS requirements is based on primarily three
sources in literature: Johansson (2006), Finnsgård (2009) and Hull et al. (2005). All
three of these sources involve the consideration of requirements to some aspect,
and together, they were found to provide a good basis to facilitate the
development of the suggested structure. Hull et al. (2005) contributes with a
systematic approach to requirements engineering, Finnsgård (2009) contributes
with an analysis of requirements categories to consider and Johansson (2006)
provides a view on the MSS that facilitates it to be considered as a system with
subsystems and components. The need for specification of requirements is
emphasized by all three, and is also emphasized by other researchers, such as
Bellgran and Säfsten (2009), Tompkins et al. (2003), Harwell et al. (1993) etc. The
case study performed at the case company showed the possibility of considering
requirements on the MSS in the manner implied by the suggested structure. Some
researchers emphasize the need for requirements to be measurable and
quantifiable. This has not been achieved by the requirements specification for this
case study. Instead, the requirements are formulated as statements that may result
in different interpretations of quantities etc. This is a drawback, as quantifiable
requirements are far easier to follow in order to evaluate its fulfillment. For
various reasons, this thesis has not delivered this element of requirements, and it
was deemed unpractical to formulate such requirements. Two main reasons for
this are stated below.
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 The scope of the case study. The case study was performed through three
visits, containing interviews with several stakeholders in an effort to cover
all relevant aspects of their requirements. Delving at too great detail into
each requirement was judged too time consuming for this thesis.
 The status of MSS aspects. It was found in the study that the consideration
of logistics aspects is difficult as it is not given high status within the
company. This means that the MSS requirements to a large extent will be
based on serving other stakeholders in fulfilling their own needs, thus
indicating that many other things need to be quantified in order to be able
to quantify MSS requirements.
It would seem thus that a more effective requirements specification would be
achieved by increasing the scope of the study, and by raising the status of MSS
aspects. As it is within the ambition of this thesis to suggest a structure to be
deployed also in future projects at the company, it is relevant to raise these issues
as well. The scope of the study might be increased if performed in-house, where
geographical proximity may stimulate more of an informal and iterative
communication between stakeholders, and also allow for more frequent meetings,
interviews or whatever the form of the study would be.
The status of MSS aspects may be increased merely by implementing a structure
such as this. It may raise awareness from different parts of the organization as to
the importance of involving these aspects early on and thoroughly in the project in
order to raise the quality of the project outcome. It is also judged by the authors
that working with the structure take some time getting used to. It takes a bit of
experience in order to find the right way of working with the structure.
The general conclusion is that the structure seems to provide a good way of
analyzing requirements on the MSS. The breakdown of requirements from
stakeholders to component requirements are meaningful, as it facilitates ease in
identifying new requirements on the flow and component levels. It also facilitates
the requirements to be traced back to its stakeholder, thus implying that should
the stakeholder requirement for some reason change, system, flow and
component requirements need also change. Thus, the thesis seems to have
suggested a structure for the specification of requirements, and through the case
study, it seems that the structure is relevant and meaningful.
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8.2.2

Thesis question 2

The view of MSS stakeholders in this thesis is considered to be more of an
emergent view rather than one based on theory. As stated, though, the view
allows for theoretical support. The important thing has been, however, to find a
view that is practical and places clear implications of responsibility. Applying this
view to the stakeholders allows for easy recognition of the organizational
functions responsible for stating requirements. This is an important issue in
employing the suggested requirements structure, which is seen to be the main
result of this thesis. It is deemed that all relevant MSS stakeholders will fit within
this general view of stakeholders. It may however be possible to divide them
further into smaller components, further stating and indicating where the
responsibilities of stating requirements should lie. The view suggested may
however still serve as a basis for such a stakeholder breakdown, and the view is
deemed sufficient for the scope of this study. Converging stakeholders may hold
value in itself, as it will allow for formulation of broad and general stakeholder
requirements, which allow for broad problem discussions facilitating trade-offs to
be considered already in requirements statements, allowing for fewer trade-offs to
reach operational level. Of course, too much compromise in requirements
statements may lead to requirements that are of lessened value when designing the
system.
Presented in the theoretical framework 2.6, stakeholder requirements given by
different stakeholders may cause effect on each other, one must therefore analyze
and understand the interaction between these requirements and see how these
conflicts can be solved. Regarding this system, few conflicting requirements were
found, possibly because of the fact that all stakeholders interviewed were unified
regarding the assembling system‟s vital position. However, requirements such as
minimize batch size and minimize MSS activities may be seen as conflicting
requirements. The minimizing of batch sizes calls for more frequent
transportation, which in turn calls for more human involvement, given this;
minimizing of MSS activities can be seen as a contradiction to this requirement.
The interviews held at the case company regarding stakeholder requirements
resulted mainly in discussions concerning the assembling system. Employees at all
levels and divisions of the company pointed out this system as the most critical
issue to regard. The machining system was not given the same amount of
attention, most likely because of the reason that so far only one component
included in the new product is being machined in-house. Some of the
requirements stated regarding the assembling system were able to be traced to
different stakeholders than the assembling system; however the requirements are
still concerning the functionality of the assembling system.
Even though the empirical study did not result in more than a few requirements
stated by the strategic management or the project management, these stakeholders
might still be considered relevant. These stakeholders are still part of the context
of the system. Since the system should align with the corporate philosophy stated
by the strategic management, the stakeholder still should be considered as relevant
in future developments of requirements specification, as it is influenced by the
discussed stakeholder, community, owners and lenders.
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8.3 Conclusions and future research
As has been discussed above, the purpose of this thesis was to suggest the
relevant stakeholders on the MSS and to suggest a structure for specifying the
requirements on the MSS. As this has been done, it is deemed that the thesis
have achieved its purpose and answered the thesis questions that were stated.
The view of MSS stakeholders is deemed to involve all stakeholders of the MSS
and is deemed a good way of including them in the consideration of different
requirements on the MSS. The view is expected to be applicable not only for
this project but also for future applications.
The suggested requirements structure is well-founded with recognized
theoretical connection, giving it robustness and dependability. It was found
helpful in the process of structuring and identifying requirements to be placed
on the system. It is also deemed generic in its nature, and is expected to be
applicable in different contexts and for future applications at the case company.
There are many aspects of requirements that are not dealt with in this thesis.
The requirements structure would do well with some means of grading
requirements, and may also include some means of including other important
information that are relevant for the formulation of requirements.
Further, while the theoretical basis is strong, the empirical basis is not. By
further applications of the requirements structure at other companies, the
empirical basis could be widened, providing more robustness to the results. It
may also be applied in different contexts in order to examine the practicality in
such different industrial contexts.
Another interesting approach would be delving deeper into requirements for
specific requirement categories or specific components, in order to provide
more general statements to be considered when engineering requirements in
those particular categories or components.
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